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Introduction 
This assignment is a part of my studies at Roskilde University, where I am studying Geography and 
Urban Planning and Processes.  
This assignment seeks to investigate the reasoning behind the politically approved Cycle Strategies 
that are the foundation of the planning for cycle infrastructure in Berlin, from a geographical and 
planning perspective. It also seeks to investigate the consequences of these strategies from an 
everyday perspective. 
That the Cycle Strategies even exist is a proof of a new trend that has been shaped by the 
problems that have emerged in highly populated car-based cities today. Cycling is a pragmatic 
solution to an ever-growing problem. Congestions leads to unlivable cities on a variety of levels 
from the perspective of geographers, planners, sociologists, politicians, etc.  
The city of Berlin is an interesting case-study for a Dane, as the city is a part of the cycling elite on 
a global scale, but still lacks much compared to a city like Copenhagen. Much is being done, but 
the question is whether it is being undertaken thoroughly on all levels, for the “right” reasons and 
whether it is being done the right way. 
Clarification of terminology 
Modal split refers to the amount of trips done using a certain mean of transportation compared to 
the total amount of trips. When the term is used in this assignment, it refers to the modal split of 
bicycle trips. i.e. a modal split of 13% means that 13% of all trips are made by bicycle.  
Critical mobility research(ers) refers to the branch of mobility research that rejects the idea of a 
‘neutral’ geography and planning. In this assignment, it is used in reference to mobility researchers 
that specifically reject the idea of the car (as we know it today) as a feasible means of future 
transportation.  
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The car and the bicycle 
According to Professor of Planning History, Stephen V. Ward (2004: 269-271), the western world 
experienced an economic boom after World War II. This boom coincided with the increased focus 
on the car and its advantages for making the public more mobile. During the post-war years, the 
public became ever more dependent on the car, and planners responded to this dependence by 
planning in a more car-friendly manner, even in the most central areas of cities, Ward (2004: 270) 
pens.  
The sociologist and mobility researcher, Kingsley Dennis, and mobility researcher, John Urry, also 
talk about this dependence on the car, in their book After the Car (2009). They even claim, by 
quoting the science fiction writer, Arthur C. Clarke, that we have been dependant on the car since 
the ox-cart (6,000 years ago) leading up to today’s Mercedes-Benz (Dennis and Urry 2009: 27-28). 
But the twentieth century especially has been influenced so greatly by this dependence that it was 
dubbed the ‘century of the car’ (Dennis and Urry 2009: 28). 
Along with the car as a means of transportation, came the associated infrastructure. Wide streets 
and roads, enormous crossroads, highways and their comprehensive intersections, tunnels, 
bridges etc. have all shaped the planning of the urban landscape throughout the twentieth 
century, and especially the post-war years (Dennis and Urry 2009: 27-46; Ward 2004: 269-287). 
This has lead to an urban environment where the car and its infrastructure fill up western cities, 
with less space for living and alternative means of transportation (Dennis and Urry 2009: 27-46).  
ONE MAN’S INFRASTRUCTURE, ANOTHER MAN’S BARRIER 
In Splintering Urbanism (2001) by Stephen Graham, professor of Cities & Society, and Simon 
Marvin, geography professor, the authors investigate the different urban aspects of infrastructure. 
From a spatial point of view, they explore how infrastructure has lead to various kinds of urban 
inequality, and how this is perceived very differently from an everyday perspective, depending on 
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the background of each individual. For the affluent, the desire to get around as quickly as possible 
leads to obstacles for the less affluent: 
“The construction of spaces of mobility and flow for some [...] always involves the 
construction of barriers for others. Experiences of infrastructure are therefore highly 
contingent”. (Graham and Marvin 2001: 11) 
Graham and Marvin also claim (as do Dennis and Urry 2009: 27-47), the western planning ideal has 
focused so much on planning for the car that it has neglected the need for common public space in 
cities. The spatial policies favoured people on the move: 
“City spaces were thus conceived principally as obstructions to the flow of traffic”
 (Graham and Marvin 2001: 107) 
These flows of traffic, Graham and Marvin (2001: 107-109) claim, were a part of the uneven 
distribution of space, promoted by the modernist planning ideal, because the constructions being 
build to serve them went through other people’s neighbourhoods, and often through areas 
inhabited by people incapable of participating in these fast-moving flows. The consequence is, 
according to Graham and Marvin (2001: 109), that the infrastructure of the car, highways and 
similar, is a socially biased technology, resulting in an uneven distribution of spaces. 
Germany is one of the countries, where this development started, and there it has even resulted 
in a car-based “culture”, as will be argued below. It started with the interwar development of the 
Autobahn, the first roads in the world allowing for fast-moving cars only, thus excluding other 
forms of transportation (Dennis and Urry 2009: 34). 
THE CAR, THE GERMANS AND THE POSTWAR (HALF) CAPITAL 
As Urban Planning professor, John Pucher, and Assistant Professor in Urban Planning, Ralph 
Buehler (2007), claim, the car has a certain status in Germany, compared to other European 
countries. There are various explanations for this, but one significant reason must certainly be, 
they claim, that Germany has been home (for approximately a century) to some of the biggest car 
manufacturers in the world: 
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” Germany has […] one of the highest rates of car ownership in the world. Germany is 
home to some of the world’s most important car manufacturers (Volkswagen, 
Daimler-Benz, Audi, Porsche, BMW), which together represent a very strong lobby for 
highways and cars. And for individual Germans, there is a love affair with the car that 
is at least as passionate as that in the USA.”  (Pucher and Buehler, 2007: 40) 
As Pucher and Buehler (2007) argue, the German perception of the car reaches American 
proportions, to the extent where it is almost embedded in public culture and national story-telling. 
This also means, Pucher and Buehler (2007: 40) continue, that the road is paved for the car lobby 
to easier influence decision-making on different levels.  
One could argue that this also was the reason why the divided German nation, the new battle 
zone between the communist Soviet Union and capitalist countries in the post-war years, also 
became a battle of the car. Although decision-making was very differently conducted in East and 
West Berlin, the German notion of the car was embedded in both nations since the beginning of 
the construction of the nationwide Autobahn system under the Nazi regime. 
Even though Berlin was divided during the Cold War, Pucher and Buehler (2007: 40-42) claim, both 
the East and West authorities rebuilt the ruined city by implementing measures which improved 
conditions for car traffic. In East Berlin, wide boulevards were laid out, making it easier for car 
traffic to get around, which resulted in the highest car owner rate in all of the GDR (as seen in the 
quotation above). In West Berlin, the highway system, as known is the rest of West Germany, was 
built as close to the inner city border as possible (Pucher and Buehler, 2007: 40-42). 
This German interwar planning scheme, that has been conducted all over the western (and, partly, 
the post communist) world, has undergone a lot of criticism over the years. Some of the first critics 
were lead by the famous journalist Jane Jacobs, who authored the book, The Death and Life of 
Great American Cities in 1961. This criticism has continued, and the car is today, amongst some, 
(one could argue many) mobility researchers, geographers and urban planners, perceived as a 
problem. A problem so vast, that some claim that the future has to be post-car. 
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POST-CAR-FUTURE  
The critique of the car and its negative influence on the urban environment has lead to an 
enhanced awareness of the bicycle amongst geographers, mobility researchers and urban 
planners according to Pucher and Buehler (2012: 1). Within mobility research, there is even a 
“post-car-future” discussed, an expression that was coined by Kingsley Dennis and John Urry 
(Freudendahl-Pedersen et. al., 2011: 24).  
The notion of the post-car-future is formulated within an American context, where ‘smartcar’-
technologies and similar are also focal points. Nonetheless, the focus within mobility research on 
the car, as we know it today, as a bad solution for transportation of people and goods, is of 
importance in this assignment. According to Dennis and Urry (2009: 111-113), the future 
geographical distribution of space within cities, has to be ‘compact’. 
In Dennis and Urry’s (2009: 111-113) scheme for the future ‘compact city’ (which both applies to 
new and existing towns and cities), they see the replacement of the car in favor of bicycle- and 
pedestrian traffic (amongst other traffic forms) as imperative. This also calls for new urban 
planning, reducing the need to travel large distances, to a mixed-use city, with short distances 
between the daily activities of the inhabitants (Dennis and Urry 2009: 111-113).  
According to Dennis and Urry (2009: 110), what we have been witnessing amongst some 
geographers and planners (and politicians) over the past couple of decades, is a change in the 
perception of the city, from a car-based planning to a planning based on alternatives such as 
public transportation, walking and cycling. This needs to be adopted by even more planners, and 
Dennis and Urry are thus proposing the ‘compact city’, which contains important elements related 
to the bicycle. Out of a total 18-point scheme for the ‘compact city’, five of those are directly 
related to cycling (directly taken from the scheme): 
- ‘Predominance of pedestrians and cyclists’ 
- ‘Minimized need for transport and planning for walking and cycling’ 
- ‘Parks, landscaping and cycle paths’ 
- ‘Low energy’ 
- ‘Low CO2-emissions’ 
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(paraphrased from Dennis and Urry 2009: 113) 
Dennis and Urry (2009: 113-114) argue that in order to reach the goals of becoming a ‘compact 
city’, the above-mentioned points need an elaborated strategic approach.  
The points from this ‘post-car’ scheme are today becoming ever more influential amongst 
planning-related fields of work, although this is, arguably, not because of mobility research (and 
Dennis and Urry) alone. Still the western world, and especially Europe, has seen the bicycle 
experiencing a renaissance across all levels of society, 
and a rise in bicycle use has been seen, even back to the 
oil crisis in the seventies (Pucher and Buehler 2012: 16-
17). 
Cycling as a recurring trend  
In Northern Europe, the bicycle elite of the continent can 
be designated as the Netherlands and Denmark (in first 
place) and Germany in 5th place, in terms of the modal 
split (Pucher and Buehler 2007: 70). According to Pucher 
and Buehler (2007: 4-5) travel by bicycle is mainly 
undertaken for utilitarian purposes; 
“Most cycling in the Netherlands, Denmark, and Germany is for practical, utilitarian 
purposes. Travel to work or school accounts for 32% of bike trips in the Netherlands, 
35% in Denmark, and 25% in Germany. Shopping trips account for 22% of bike trips in 
the Netherlands, 25% in Denmark, and 20% in Germany” 
 (Pucher and Buehler 2007: 4) 
In these countries, it is thus for everyday purposes that the bicycle is mainly being used, in 
comparison to North America e.g., where the bicycle is perceived more as a means of recreation.  
 
1  
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The willingness to use the bicycle for 
various purposes, as well as over 
various distances, is also at its 
highest in Northern Europe, 
according to Pucher and Buehler 
(2012: 1-30). Again, the Netherlands 
and Denmark are in the lead, but 
Germany is still in the top 5.  
If one takes a closer look at Denmark 
and Germany, it can be seen that 
there is a huge difference in the 
overall share of cycling in the 
countries’ biggest cities, Copenhagen 
and Berlin. 
THE MAJOR CITIES AS CYCLING 
GENERATORS 
 When comparing two different 
northern European countries, 
Denmark and Germany, it is clear 
that Germany is by far beaten by the 
little brother nation to the north. The 
difference between the countries is 
clearly quite big, and the difference 
between the biggest cities is also 
quite remarkable. The interesting 
part is the difference between the 
Share of total daily trips done by bicycle, country and 
major city (Pucher and Buehler 2012: 10-12, Copenhagen 
Cycle Strategy 2011: 6) 
Below: Share of total daily trips done by bicycle in the 
boroughs of Berlin (GIUA 2012: 2) 
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biggest city and the rest of the country. Whereas Copenhagen (36% in 2010 (Copenhagen Cycle 
Strategy 2011: 6)) is far ahead of the rest of Denmark, Berlin follows the national average, 
although the numbers are a bit higher.  
As it can be seen in Figure , the modal split varies according to the areas of the city. The central 
areas, such as Friedrichshain-Kreuzberg (21%), Pankow (17%) and Mitte (14%) are the top 3 
boroughs in terms of modal split. Still, the highest rate of cycling per borough is still only half as 
high as the  ‘cycling’ quotient in the municipality of Copenhagen (GIUA 2012). 
It is striking that Berlin does not differ substantially from the rest of the country average, even 
though it is a major city, with, it could be argued, better possibilities for making people cycle more. 
Although Berlin does not entirely live up to criteria of being a ‘compact city’, it is still a densely 
populated metropolitan area, and the central boroughs especially can be compared to the 
geographic realities of Copenhagen.  
BERLIN AND A ‘CYCLING CITY’  
The central parts of Berlin1 are all 
rather densely populated, and many 
have a more or a similar population 
density as the Municipality of 
Copenhagen (called ‘CPH’ in table Table 
1) (Wikipedia 2013). The numbers 
show that the general modal split does 
not correlate with a mere fact like 
population density, since the numbers for Copenhagen are much higher. It seems that a ‘dense 
city’ is not necessarily a ‘cycling city’. 
The altitude between the two cities is a little different. The Berlin metropolitan area has a height 
difference between the highest and lowest spot of 81 meters, whereas the difference in 
                                                      
1 Boroughs marked with a ‘*’ are large areas, consisting of both central areas with a high population density and areas 
with a more suburban character. The modal split is assessed by each administrative borough, hence making it 
impossible to differentiate between the central areas and the periphery. 
Table 1 
 Area 
(km2) 
Inhabi-
tants 
Density 
(inh./km2) 
Modal 
split (%) 
Mitte 39,5 346.542 8.780 14 
Kre-Fri 20,2 278.579 13.818 21 
Pankow* 103 381.602 3.705 17 
Cha-Wil* 64,7 327.803 5.065 13 
Tem-Sch* 53,1 336.297 6.334 13 
Neukölln* 44,9 322.931 7.187 12 
CPH 74,4 559.440 7.519 36 
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Copenhagen is only 49 meters (Wikipedia 2013). Arguably, cycling also has to do with the 
topography of a city, but still the overall difference is not that remarkable.  
The biggest difference between Berlin and Copenhagen is that the winters in the German capital 
are very long and harsh (Pucher and Buehler 2007: 41-42), which could be said to be an 
explanation when looking at the modal split. Still it seems like there are other explanations, since 
at least some people continue to cycle during the winter time. 
So it seems that on the surface, Berlin has the prerequisites in the central areas to become a 
popular cycling city. In order to find out why the Berlin statistics are so different, it is relevant to 
take a look at the history of cycling in the city. 
BERLIN – ONCE A CYCLING CITY 
During the Cold War cycling numbers in Berlin dropped by 75% from 1950 to 1975, which 
according to Pucher and Buehler (2012: 16), was due to the modernist planning scheme that was 
conducted in Europe in the fifties and sixties;  
“[…] increasing motorization levels, sprawling urban development, and government 
policies in most western European countries favored car use and contributed to a 
sharp decline in cycling” 
 (Pucher and Buehler 2012: 16).  
Furthermore, Pucher and Buehler (2012: 16-17) say, that this was a phenomenon spreading all 
over the country, and in other German cities the same happened; numbers dropped by 50-85%. 
As has already been described, Berlin went through an infrastructural development, during the 
Cold War, both in the East with boulevards and in the West with Autobahns. In both cases the 
bicycle was not even considered as a serious means of transportation (Pucher and Buehler 2007: 
9-31). The eastern part of the city in particular lacks cycle paths today, which, Pucher and Buehler 
claim, is because of the privileged situation car traffic has today: 
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“Today road supply in Berlin is so abundant that traffic congestion is rarely a 
problem. Indeed, the average speed of a car trip in the city is higher than the average 
speed of a transit trip” (Pucher and Buehler 2007: 42). 
 
Although Pucher and Buehler are comparing with public transport, it still gives an impression 
about why the bicycle is less attractive than in other cities. The car is simply the fastest transport 
option. 
Although the city has been planning for cars for the past 50-60 years, things have changed. After 
the reunification, the modal split was 3% in the former East and 6% in the former West, and, as 
already mentioned, it is now 13% (Pucher and Buehler 2007: 42-43, 2012: 11).  
As a part of the new focus on the bicycle as a means of transportation with many advantages, the 
Berlin authorities have, as have other cities, approved a cycle strategy. The current strategy was 
approved in 2011 by the Berlin Senate. 
THE CYCLING STRATEGIES 
In many European, cities the planning authorities have also embraced the renewed focus on the 
bicycle. Cities like Copenhagen and Berlin have developed cycle strategies within the past decades, 
in order to address the potential of cycling, as a means of transport.  
In Berlin, the first cycle strategy ever made was approved in 2004, addressing the future problems 
and opportunities the city could face by adapting a more bicycle oriented planning (Berlin Cycle 
Strategy 2004: 3). Back then, it was stressed that the cycling was an important “mosaic tile” in the 
greater traffic system of Berlin, and of great value, because of its advantages; it is cheap, demands 
little space and is good for the environment (Berlin Cycle Strategy 2004: 3).  
Furthermore, research (referred to in Berlin Cycle Strategy 2004; Berlin Cycle Strategy 2011) has 
found that 45% of all trips in Berlin are shorter than 5 km, which the Cycle Strategies claimed can 
be done by bicycle. It would be fair to claim that there exists the potential to increase the figures 
up from 13%. Thus when the first Cycle Strategy was approved in 2004, it was stressed that cycling 
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should be a more integrated part of infrastructure planning in Berlin (Berlin Cycle Strategy 2004: 4-
8). 
As a part of the Cycle Strategy (2004: 5), before the actual strategy is presented in the document, 
seven arguments are listed, detailing why cycling is a means of transportation that should be 
prioritized more.  
The “seven good arguments” are paraphrased and shortened here (taken from the Berlin Cycle 
Strategy 2004: 5): 
‘Cycling: 
 Makes [the city] mobile 
 Improves living conditions in the city 
 Helps to avoid car traffic 
 Is fun and improves [the public’s] health 
 Improves traffic safety 
 Goes easy on the public budget 
 Supports economic development’ 
(Berlin Cycle Strategy 2004: 5) 
These arguments were formulated by the participants in the FahrRat2, responsible for the overall 
strategic goals in the strategy and implemented in the strategy by the Berlin Senate (Berlin Cycle 
Strategy 2004: 2-4). 
BERLIN AND ME 
From an everyday life perspective, I, personally, have had many cycling experiences in the city of 
Berlin. From a personal (Copenhagen-) perspective, the city still lacks much in terms of planning 
for more cycling. The reason why I decided to write about this city and its challenges regarding 
bicycle infrastructure, is because I have lived in the city twice, and both times I used my bicycle on 
                                                      
2 The FahrRat was put together in 2003, amongst planners from different departments and fields of work; employees 
of the senate and the municipalities (Bezirke), the police, environmental and traffic associations, field experts etc. 
FahrRat derives from the German word for bike; Fahrrad, and council; Rat. 
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a daily basis. I have had many bad experiences as well as good as a cyclist in Berlin. In general, I 
had the experience of feeling unsafe, not respected by car drivers, that the cycle path design was 
inadequate, etc. These impressions were the result of my experience in Copenhagen, a city where 
I have lived for many years, and a city that has amazed me with its (relatively) progressive take on 
the bicycle as a serious mean of transportation. Before I started writing this assignment, I had 
some presumptions about how it is to be a cyclist in Berlin. As geography and planning student I 
have made several observations over the years, and this time with a more scientific approach, and 
these  will be elaborated upon in the Method chapter.  
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Research question 
As described above, Berlin is quite behind when comparing with the modal split of a neighboring 
city like Copenhagen - even after almost 10 years of an apparent enhanced focus on implementing 
bicycle-friendly solutions in the city, although some improvement has been seen. The first Cycle 
Strategy was approved in 2004, which makes it interesting to investigate, how (and if) it has 
effected a change over the (almost) ten years. In addition, it would be interesting to find out how 
planners (and politicians) have been influenced when adopting the key arguments for a more 
bicycle-friendly planning. 
This prompts the following research question: 
Which arguments are fundamental for the Berlin Cycle Strategies from 2004 and 2011, and how are 
these strategies influencing the options for cycling in the city, from an everyday perspective? 
In order to answer this research question, I have divided it into two major parts: 
a) Which themes are being dealt with in the “seven good arguments” for more cycling in 
Berlin. And how are these arguments connected to mobility research? Are they influenced 
by the same arguments? 
b) Which specific planning measures have been proposed and implemented to improve 
conditions for cyclists and how are they working from an everyday perspective? And are 
there physical structures, experienced from an everyday perspective, that the strategies 
are not dealing with? 
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Method and theory of science 
IS GEOGRAPHIC SCIENCE NEUTRAL? 
One of the reasons why the uneven distribution of space, in favor of the car, has been so 
widespread over such a long period of time, Graham and Marvin (2001: 105-112, backed by Urry 
2004: 34-35) say, is due to the fact, that positivist reasoning and “predict and provide”-thinking 
has been reigning within transport geography and transport planning. 
“Predict and provide” is, according to Ingeniøren (2012), a concept that bases transportation 
planning on already known facts, which then is calculated upon and used for predicting the future 
development, i.e. in terms of car traffic on a certain stretch of road. The prediction from a “predict 
and provide” viewpoint, would be to just add to the already existing numbers of car traffic e.g., 
hence providing a positivist argument for more car traffic, thus not considering other means of 
transportation.  This is based on, according to Graham and Marvin (2001: 17), the geographic 
notion of ‘neutral’ technology. 
Graham and Marvin claim that Geography as science, so far, has not dealt with the fact that 
technology is not a ‘neutral’ factor. Although the following quote is related to utilities and IT 
systems, it applies as well, as they elaborate upon later in the book, to urban infrastructure: 
“[Geographers] have not embraced the study of what [Michael Curry] calls 
‘geographic technologies’ […] This is for the simple reason that ‘they have adopted 
the view so widespread, that all technologies are natural and neutral’ “
 (Michael Curry partly quoted in Graham and Marvin 2001:  17) 
Throughout the past half-century, transport planners have been interested in putting mobility into 
quantitative schemes, where countable things could be the basis for planning for more of the 
same: 
“technocratic and essentialist models have tended to squeeze the whole gamut of 
human life into crude, quantitative, deterministic, mechanistic equations based on 
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the notion that the social world is analogue to Newton’s mechanistic ‘billard ball’ 
universe.”  (Graham and Marvin 2001: 106) 
Graham and Marvin continue to criticize this planning scheme:  
“Such models as the gravity model – the basis of countless transport and 
infrastructure plans in the postwar years – followed Newton in treating space and 
time as absolute, essential objects. It reduced the complex social world to overarching 
geometric and morphological laws” (Graham and Marvin 2001: 106) 
This kind of transport planning has resulted in forecasts based on what kind of transportation 
means are already planned for. This resulted in discussions about how and where it was possible 
to expand road infrastructure for the car, not in discussion on whether it was desirable to get 
more cars. 
According to Graham and Marvin, when the book was written in 2001, there were signs of a 
paradigm shift. Although it could be disputed whether this was a paradigm shift as such, the shift 
was, as they claim, a break with the above described highly positivist approach, and a turn to 
coherent planning: 
“[…] this paradigm shift involves a shift from simply promulgating extra road space to 
offering integrated packages of private and public transport solutions and land use 
changes”  (Graham and Marvin 2001: 107) 
 
In this assignment, the two approaches will be used to understand and describe the awareness of 
cycling as a means of transportation.  
As an overall take, the “predict and prevent” strategy offers new solutions to traffic-related 
problems, suggesting alternatives to the dominance of the car. This could be said to be the 
foundation of the entire assignment, to investigate a means of transportation that is a part of the 
post-car-future scheme.  
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In any case, the “predict and provide” approach will also be used as a method of understanding 
how inadequate cycle infrastructure can lead to less cycling. Not unlike the positivist approach 
described above, which lead to the reign of the car for many decades. In this assignment, the 
normative stance is that bicycle traffic should be increased, as the Berlin Cycle Strategies highlight.   
Methodic strategy of analysis A: The seven main arguments 
In the first part of the analysis, Analysis A, the “Seven good arguments” will be interpreted and 
extrapolated from a geographic-planning academic perspective and backed by mobility research. 
Both an elaboration upon the terms and notions that are implied in the “seven main arguments” 
will be found, as well as an attempt to find connections to newer mobility research. 
As a part of the understanding of how my presumptions have been shaped over the years, it is 
important to give a brief introduction to my own background and key mobility researchers used in 
the analysis. 
MY BACKGROUND 
I am an urban planning and geography student at Roskilde University, where I have been studying 
for more than a year. I hold a bachelor’s degree in landscape architecture, which I obtained at the 
University of Copenhagen (LIFE). I have a specific interest in geography and urban planning, both 
from a sociological and a more physical perspective. In 2010 and 2011, I lived in Berlin for almost 
1½ years, where I began to notice the considerable differences between Copenhagen and Berlin as 
cycling cities. Some of my presumptions about cycling in Berlin were shaped in that period of time. 
I have been cycling all of my life, which means that I would almost claim that cycling is in 
embedded in my body. As a skilled and experienced cyclist, who has been living in Copenhagen for 
many years, and taking into consideration my educational background, I am capable of analyzing 
the explicitly written and the implied, when it comes to cycling as phenomenon and as political 
strategy. Furthermore, because I have been following the increased publicity that cycling has 
attracted over the past years, and stayed informed about other cycling friendly cities around the 
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world and their strategies and physical solutions for improving the options for cycling, my 
qualifications for this task are ample. 
MOBILITY RESEARCHERS 
Stephen Graham is professor of Cities & Society at Newcastle University (UK). He has a 
background in Geography, Planning and Sociology of Technology and works with the relation 
between cities, technology and infrastructure. He wrote the book Splintering Urbanism with Simon 
Marvin, which is about the interactions between urban spaces and infrastructure related to 
globalization, technology and spatial structures. 
Simon Marvin is professor in the Dept. of Geography at Durham University (UK). He is involved in 
projects regarding low-carbon cities.  
Kingsley Dennis was working at Lancaster University at the Sociology Department, when he wrote 
the book After the Car with John Urry. In the book, they look at mobility related to various themes 
such as climatic change, geopolitics and digital technologies. 
John Urry is a sociologist with a  focus on tourism, mobility and regionalism.  
Other mobility researchers are cited in the Method chapter, but on a smaller scale. The above 
mentioned are perceived as being the key contributors to Analysis A. 
Methodic strategy of Analysis B: The strategies and their consequences 
In the chapter Analysis B, the specific measures and what they do and do not deal with is analyzed 
through: 
 A qualitative survey 
 Positivist maps and counts 
 Personal experience (qualitative) documented by text and photos 
o Field trip 
o Additional observations 
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Beforehand I got a comprehensive overview of the Cycle Strategies and their specific physical 
measures via investigations on FIS Broker3, which formed the basis of the questions posed in the 
survey, the maps and counts and the field trip and additional observations. 
SURVEY 
First, I made a qualitative survey (see Appendix A), which served the purpose of achieving an 
overview of Berlin cyclists’ perception of the different measures in the Cycle Strategies. This was 
done after I had gotten a comprehensive overview of both Cycle Strategies. In choosing a 
qualitative approach, I wanted the respondents to respond as thoroughly and in as detailed a 
manner as possible, in order to get some personal experiences from cyclists in Berlin. To ensure 
that people had at least some experience, they were told only to participate if they had been 
cycling in Berlin for at least one month. 
The take on conducting a qualitative survey is a methodic twist. Normally surveys are perceived as 
being quantitative, as they usually are being used to get information on a large scale, with many 
respondents (Kristiansen 2006: 11-16). However I found it reasonable to “invent” a qualitative 
survey, to get an overview but at the same time get information from a handful of persons instead 
of just one or two, to see if more than one had noticed the same phenomena. The most important 
point was to get qualitative results such as opinions, observations, detailed descriptions etc. 
PHENOMENOLOGY AND POSITIVISM 
On the basis of the results in the survey and the investigated Cycle Strategies, I went on a field trip 
(qualitative) and made observations (qualitative), maps (quantitative) and counts (quantitative). 
PHENOMENOLOGICALLY DESCRIBING AND RECOGN IZING THE SPECIFIC “LIFEWORLD”  
After finding out about where the actual implementation of the Cycle Strategies can be observed, 
the next part of the analysis was conducted. The field work was achieved by cycling and walking in 
Kreuzberg, Mitte and Neukölln. Beforehand certain “phenomena” were pointed out for further 
                                                      
3 FIS BROKER is a geodata information system, with information about various themes regarding urban planning, quite 
similar to e.g. the municipality of Copenhagen “Københavnerkortet”. On FIS Broker it is also possible to find 
information about conducted projects regarding cycle infrastructure. 
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investigation, based on information I had gathered from the mini-survey, my own experience and 
information garnered from at FIS-Broker and the Cycle Strategies.  
The reason for this cycling and walking trip was to experience, from the viewpoint of a person 
(me) who has been cycling all of his life, whether and how these phenomena had an impact for 
cyclists.  
According to Jacob Dahl Rendtorff (2004: 297), the way of perceiving the world through the 
phenomenological lens is to reject the dualistic idea of subject and object as being detached 
entities; 
“Karakteristisk for den traditionelle videnskab er således ifølge fænomenologien, at 
den hænger fast I dualismerne mellem subjekt og objekt, mellem bevidsthed og krop 
mellem rationel fornuft og følelsens sansning af verden, mellem kendsgerning og 
værdi” (Rendtorff 2004: 297) 
The methodic approach is to surpass this perception. It is imperative for phenomenology that the 
truth can be found in an intuitive and qualitative approach. Finding meaning and truth in the social 
world goes through this method, by using one’s own body (subject) to add meaning to the 
surroundings. 
POSITIVISTIC MAPS AND COUNTS 
By complementing the phenomenological approach with a positivist one, a better picture of the 
magnitude of a certain phenomenon can be formed. In this assignment, the positivist approach 
will be conducted through observing countable phenomena that are there through their positive 
presence; 
“[Positivismen foreskriver] at videnskabeligt arbejde skal begrænse sig til at 
beskæftige sig med fænomenernes positive fremtrædelse, altså de træk ved 
fænomenerne, som direkte lader sig iagttage og observere.  
(Pedersen og Toft 2004: 56) 
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It is furthermore said by Pedersen and Toft (2004), that the superior purpose of positivism is to 
describe and put things into systematic order; 
“[Formålet] er at beskrive og systematisk ordne det I sanseerfaringen givne. Skjulte 
årsager som er tingene iboende, udsondres fra det videnskabelige felt”  
(Pedersen og Toge 2004: 56). 
In the research it has been important to investigate certain areas of Berlin, by making maps of the 
areas, thus relating the ‘positive presence’ of physical barriers and possibilities for cyclists in 
Berlin. 
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The Cycle Strategies  
The cycle strategies of 2004 and 2011 are based on some presumptions and experiences about 
cycling as opposed to the car, e.g., as a means of transportation. In the following it will be shown 
whether and how the cycle strategies of the Berlin Senate are using the same arguments about 
cycling as the aforementioned mobility researchers.  
The Cycle Strategy of 2004 was the first, the 2011 was a follow up. Both are used, as some points 
were added in 2011, and a few were dropped. As has already been stated, the two strategies are 
basically the same, and only minor formulations have been changed, though many themes have 
been elaborated upon. For this assignment, and due to its quantitative limitations, it will only be 
mentioned if something has been changed if it is absolutely necessary for the understanding of the 
investigated themes.  
The background for the Cycle Strategies needs no further explanation, as it has already been 
described in the introduction to the assignment. For reading purposes the “seven good 
arguments” are presented again: 
‘Cycling: 
 Makes [the city] mobile 
 Improves the living conditions in the city 
 Helps to avoid car traffic 
 Is fun and improves [the public’s] health 
 Improves traffic safety 
 Goes easy on the public budget 
 Supports the economic development’ 
(paraphrased from Berlin Cycle Strategy 2004: 5) 
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Analysis A 
LIVING CONDITIONS AND ENVIRONMENTALISM 
In the Cycle Strategy of 2011, one of the key arguments for reducing car traffic and increasing 
cycling is that cycling doesn’t pollute the local environment nor does it damage the global climate; 
“[Cycling] improves the general living conditions in the city: [… Cycling] does not 
produce air pollutants nor damaging climate gases”  
(Berlin Cycle Strategy 2011: 2). 
By stating that cycling improves the “living conditions” in the city, due to the lack of production of 
air pollutants, it is implied that the living conditions are determined by clean air without pollution. 
The Cycle Strategy thereby says that other means of transportation are damaging “living 
conditions”, thus implying that the inhabitants get sick if inhabiting a city with a high level of air 
pollutants. This is very much related to Pucher and Buehler’s (2012: 212-214) arguments for 
cycling as a means to improve the environment, especially on a local scale.  The mere fact that 
cycling doesn’t produce air pollutants improves the living conditions in terms of life expectancy 
and general health conditions (Pucher and Beuhler 2012: 2-5). 
Moreover the last part of the quotation (about “climate gases”) is related to the general climate 
debate, but is also connected to the “living conditions” in the city. The CO2-neutral future scheme 
for the ‘compact city’ in Dennis and Urry (2007: 112-114) is related to global warming and the 
cause (greenhouse gases). It would be fair to claim, however, that “living conditions” (Berlin Cycle 
Strategy 2011: 1) are meant on a broader scale, and refer to the possible consequences in the long 
run, if CO2-emissions are not properly addressed. It is not elaborated upon in the Berlin Cycle 
Strategy though, neither in 2004 nor in 2011, what is actually implied by connecting “living 
conditions” and climate gases. It seems reasonable to question whether living conditions are 
influenced by climate gases on a short-term scale.  
In the long run, though, living conditions could be altered due to climate gases. The notion of our 
planet being under negative influence by human kind, has been through a long journey, currently 
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peaking with global warming as the all-embracing theme. It is absolutely necessary to react, as 
global warming leads to higher sea levels, extreme weather, and changing living conditions for 
millions, if not billions of people (Pucher and Buehler 2012: 45). There are several ways to do this, 
but they all have in common the argument that the days of the petroleum-and-steel car system 
(mentioned several times in Urry, 2007) are limited, and that new ways of doing this will result in a 
safer planet. Although Dennis and Urry are very focused on hypercar-technologies, the bicycle is 
also perceived as an important solution to the ever-increasing problem with emissions (Dennis and 
Urry, 2009: 27-47) 
LIVING CONDITIONS AND SILENCE 
As a further argumentation for why cycling improves living conditions in the city, it is argued that 
the two wheeler also ensures an urban environment without loud noise; 
“[Cycling] improves the general living conditions in the city: [… Cycling] is silent”  
(Berlin Cycle Strategy 2011: 2) 
By this, one could argue that the mere fact that the bicycle doesn’t produce any sound when used, 
it is, contrary to the car, a means to improving living conditions by making the city less loud, thus 
making the city calmer. As the two mobility researchers Malene Freudendahl-Pedersen and Lise 
Drewes (2011: 25) claim, in the public debate about the car the fact that cars generate so much 
noise has recently attracted a lot of attention. According to Pucher and Buehler (2012: 5), this is 
another good reason for choosing the bicycle, as it ensures the calm environment that fosters a 
healthier population. 
LIVING CONDITIONS AND PUBLIC SPACE 
Another important point in the Cycle Strategies is, that cycling is gentler to the city (also 
connected to the strategy of densification), because it demands less space than car traffic. Bicycle 
infrastructure is simply smaller, and makes it possible for more people to get from A to B requiring 
less space in the urban environment (Cycle Strategy 2004, Cycle Strategy 2011). In the Berlin Cycle 
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Strategy (2011: 2) the last argument regarding the living conditions is concerned with the fact that 
the bicycle takes very little space in the urban environment; 
“[Cycling] improves the general living conditions in the city: [… Cycling] requires little 
space”  
(Berlin Cycle Strategy 2011: 2) 
Arguably, what is meant here is that the bicycle compared to the car, requires far less space, both 
in terms of parking and usage. When a car is parked, it takes up a substantial amount of space 
compared to a bicycle. Also the use of the car requires big infrastructural constructions, such as 
motorways and motorway intersections, as well as in a more dense urban environment, “normal” 
roads are wide compared to a cycle path. This is also an issue that Freudendahl-Pedersen and 
Drewes Nielsen address, and according to them, the car in some cases requires half of the urban 
fabric, thus preventing social life in the city to thrive; 
“Between 25 and 50 % of the city’s spaces are “reserved” for cars and lorries, and 
these spaces are excluding social life”  
(Freudendahl-Pedersen and Drewes Nielsen 2011: 24) 
This position is also found in Pucher and Buehler (2012: 1), and it could be argued that the Cycle 
Strategies are connecting the term “living conditions” with the notion found in Freudendahl-
Pedersen and Drewes Nielsen (2011), stating that social life in cities is excluded because of the car. 
There is, it seems, according to critical mobility research and the Cycle Strategies, a connection 
between bicycle infrastructure’s modest space requirements and the thriving of the social life in 
the city. 
DEVELOPMENT 
In both Cycle Strategies, another key argument for more cycling in the city, is that this kind of 
transportation has the advantage of improving the general living conditions for the inhabitants, 
among other reasons because it ensures attractive urban spaces. This can, according to the Berlin 
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Senate, improve the city for both (new) inhabitants, tourists and business people, thereby inviting 
more people to stay in the city (Cycle Strategy 2004, Cycle Strategy 2011); 
“[Cycling] supports the economic development of Berlin: a city with good living 
conditions and attractive public (street) spaces, is both attractive for old and new 
inhabitants, as well as for tourists and business people” 
 (Berlin Cycle Strategy 2011: 2) 
In this quotation, it can be seen that the Cycle Strategies are connecting a general “livable” city 
with the preferences of different groups, such as inhabitants, tourists and business people. It 
assumes that these (very) different groups all value the same notion of what an “attractive” urban 
environment is. Moreover it is claimed that these attractive public spaces are a part of an 
economic development, because these aforementioned groups (perhaps “business people” in 
particular) carry with them the potential for boosting the economy. It could be questioned though, 
if for instance business people consider the urban environment – maybe they have concerns which 
precede considerations about the living conditions of the city. 
When considering cycling as opposed to the car as a system, this notion can also be found in 
Freudendahl-Pedersen and Drewes Nielsen (2011: 25), where they expand this from just being a 
matter of “living conditions” and “attractive spaces” to a general criticism of the car’s influence on 
the human being: 
“The car has had a great impact on social life, ways of interaction, notions of time 
and communities”  
(Freudendahl-Pedersen and Drewes Nielsen 2011: 25) 
The bicycle offers a variety of ways of interacting, compared to the car. Arguably, it could be 
because of that the driver of the car is sitting “inside”, whereas the cyclist is “outside” while 
moving. This gives both the possibility of communicating with other road users, as well as people 
taking part in city life. Of course, this can also happen with car users, if they for instance are 
driving with rolled down windows, although the noise from the car makes it harder to 
communicate.  
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THE CAR, THE BICYCLE AND EQUALITY 
It is stressed several times in both Cycle Strategies, that the bicycle in the future has to (to a large 
extent) be perceived as a competitor to the car. Both in terms of competing with the local based 
traffic, where the bicycle now should already be more attractive than the car, but also on longer 
distances, where the bicycle in combination with the public transportation system must also 
become more attractive. In addition, in relation to the general living conditions in the city, the 
bicycle is seen as a more attractive mean of transportation, and therefore the strategy aims to find 
specific ways to avoid car usage, and increase bicycle usage (Cycle Strategy 2011: 2-4); 
“[Cycling] helps to avoid car traffic: Half of all trips in Berlin are shorter than 5 km, 
still a third of these short trips are done by car. Many trips made by car, could be 
replaced with the bicycle instead”  
(Berlin Cycle Strategy 2004: 5) 
This formulation was diluted a bit in the 2011 Strategy, i.e. “helps to avoid car traffic” was changed 
to “can replace a part of the motorized traffic” and “”could be replaced with the bicycle instead” 
was changed to “could also be done by bicycle”; 
“[Cycling] can replace a part of the motorized traffic: almost half of all 
trips in Berlin are shorter than 5 km, still a third of these short trips are done by car; 
Many of these motorized trips could also be done by bicycle”  
(Berlin Cycle Strategy 2011: 2) 
The 2011 formulation is definitely less harsh – especially the first part. Although the essence is the 
same, there is a difference between “avoiding” car traffic, and simply trying to replace it. However 
the overall notion is still that the bicycle should be a serious competitor to the car, particularly 
when looking at the many short trips undertaken every day. 
The Cycle Strategies, though, don’t just limit the “competition” to the short distances. In one of 
the other “seven main arguments” the notion of competition is stressed; 
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“[Cycling] makes people mobile: Berliners of (almost) all ages can travel fast and 
cheap by bicycle over short and medium distances; when combining with public 
transportation, the bicycle can also compete with the car on longer distances”  
(Berlin Cycle Strategy 2011: 2). 
Again, it can be seen in the quotation above that the bicycle is perceived normatively as a better 
means of transportation than the car. But also interesting is that it is stressed that (almost) all 
Berliners are capable of riding a bicycle. First from an age point of view, but then after also from a 
notion of equity, arguing for more bicycles, because more people are capable of riding one, also 
when taking the economical aspect into consideration. 
Both from an age as well as a socioeconomic point of view, Pucher and Buehler (2012: 250-251) 
calls for an awareness about the possibilities the bicycle has as a means of improving equality, for 
the same reasons as the Cycle Strategies. Although the remark that “almost” all Berliners can ride 
a bicycle could be criticized for ignoring the disabled and minorities coming from backgrounds 
with no traditions regarding cycling.  
CYCLING IS FUN AND HEALTHY 
According to the two Cycle Strategies, cycling has another advantage. It is briefly mentioned, that 
it is fun to ride a bicycle, but elaborated a bit more, why it is healthy; 
 “[Cycling] is fun, and makes you healthy: approx half an hour of cycling 
per day is proven to be health improving” (Berlin Cycle Strategy 2011: 2) 
Cycling and fun are, it could be argued, often claimed to be connected, and holds a somewhat 
American notion of cycling as a leisure activity. According to Pucher and Buehler (2012: 38) there 
is, though, a relation between cycling and fun. They refer to an Australian survey, where many 
cyclists referred to cycling as “fun”, because it takes place in the outdoors. Although there was a 
predominance of leisure cyclists, still more than 50% of the respondents claimed to (also) cycle for 
sole transportation purposes. It is not mentioned if cycling in itself is fun, if ‘cycling’ means the 
sole act of sitting on the saddle and pedaling is fun. But allegedly cycling is fun, due to the things 
happening around you when cycling, if you, as Pucher and Buehler (2012: 38) do, connect the fun 
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to an overall perception of “emotional well-being” (Pucher and Buehlter 2012: 38), which cycling 
can promote. What can be questioned about concluding upon this survey in an European context, 
is that the modal split of Australians is approx 1% (Pucher and Buehler 2012: 10), thus meaning 
that you really choose to become a cyclist, and that you don’t just “end up” on a bicycle one day, 
by coincidence. Maybe it is not exactly the same case in Europe, Germany or Berlin. 
When it comes to the health issues, I would argue that it is a matter of fact. Until the day where 
medical studies conclude that health has nothing to do with exercise and training, it would be fair 
to claim that it is “common knowledge” that moving your body (which cycling, mostly, requires, 
even e-bikes and similar) gets you in a better shape, thus improving the general condition of your 
health. As Pucher and Buehler (2012: 32) also claim, backed by research by the U.S. Department of 
Health and Human Services, an hour of exercise per day will improve the general condition of your 
health. In addition to this, it also improves the population’s mental health and provides some 
social benefits (Pucher and Buehler 2012: 32-33). What can be questioned about the formulation 
is the first part, where the truth ‘cycling is healthy’ could simply be misinterpreted, if the reader 
does not know that you need to cycle a certain minimum of time per day before it makes a 
difference. But it is quickly backed by the comment about ’half an hour of cycling per day’, 
although the recommendations from the US Health Department might be even better. 
TRAFFIC SAFETY 
A general strategy in Cycle Strategies is also to get more people to cycle, simply to improve the 
general traffic safety for the commuters already cycling; 
“[Cycling] contributes to traffic safety: when bicycle traffic becomes more visible, the 
more the rest of the traffic adjusts to the new situation”  
(Berlin Cycle Strategy 2011: 2) 
By stating that cycling contributes to traffic safety, arguably, it is because of the simple fact that a 
bicycle can’t kill nor cause injury to the same extent as car traffic. By moving at 20 – 30 km/h on a 
vehicle weighing a fraction of a car going by 50 km/h weighing approximately a ton, it is obvious 
that the potential damage of a car is far greater than that of a bicycle. 
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The Cycle Strategies are certainly not the first to link general traffic safety with more cycling. As 
Pucher and Buehler (2012: 20) state, this connection has been made all over the world, and many 
perceive the calm “nature” of cycling as an improvement of both the ‘objective safety’ (statistics) 
as well as the ‘perceived safety’. It could be questioned when and if the “balance” tips, and what 
should be done in the meantime. 
GOES EASY ON THE PUBLIC BUDGET 
The Cycle Strategies also claim that the construction of bicycle infrastructure is cheaper than car 
infrastructure, and that the usage is seen immediately: 
“[Cycling] goes easy on the public budget: bicycle infrastructure is cheap in 
comparison, investments pay off due to intensive usage very quickly”  
(Berlin Cycle Strategy 2011: 2) 
As claimed by Cykelrepublikken (2013), the price for a highway tunnel is far more expensive than 
the price of bicycle infrastructure. For instance, 250 km of high-class bicycle infrastructure costs 
2,5 billion DKK, whereas, in comparison, a highway tunnel costs 27 billion DKK for only 12 km. 
Although a harbor tunnel and bicycle infrastructure can not always be compared ‘1 to 1’, and, 
sometimes, serves very different purposes, it is a substantial price difference. Also Pucher and 
Buehler  (2012: 1-7) supports this, and say that it is another good reason for implementing cycle 
paths instead of highways.  
SUMMARY 
The Cycle Strategies are highly concerned about the ”living conditions” in the city. It is claimed 
that the living conditions are influenced by factors such as pollution, CO2-emissions, noise and the 
infrastructural distribution of space. In all cases the bicycle is seen as a positive contributor in 
relation to these themes. According to the Strategies, “living conditions” are improved when the 
urban environment is not polluted, also in the long run, by climate gases. Also “living conditions” 
are improved when the city is less noisy and when there is a certain amount of public space 
ensuring the social life can thrive. The improvement in the urban environment caused by more 
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cycling also has a general effect on people’s perception of the city, thus paving the road for a 
better economic development. There is also an equality also claim that cycling improves the health 
condition of the population and that it in general is a fun activity. Finally, cycling is connected to a 
general improvement of traffic safety, as it is not as dangerous as the car, and on top of that it is 
far cheaper to build for, thus saving money on the public budget. 
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Cycle Strategies of 2004 and 2011 – from arguments to the actual strategy 
In the following section, the specific measures concerning the objective of improving options for 
cycling mentioned in the Cycle Strategies of 2004 and 2011, will be presented. The two strategies 
are basically the same, although the 2011 Strategy is more comprehensive and elaborate, and 
some few specific parts have been changed. Since the changes (related to the latter investigations) 
are not substantial, a comparison between the two strategies’ specific measures will not be made, 
meaning that in this chapter, the two strategies will be perceived as one.  
THE CYCLE STRATEGIES ’ PHYSICAL MEASURES  
The two Cycle Strategies aim to improve the options for cycling by defining these fields of action 
and measures: 
 ‘Better streets and paths for cyclists’ 
 ‘Easy orientation’ 
 ‘Adequate bicycle parking facilities’ 
 ‘Connecting cycling and public transport’ 
 ‘Better safety’ 
 ‘Enhanced awareness about young cyclists’ 
 ‘Comprehensive information about cycling possibilities’ 
(Berlin Cycle Strategy 2004: 8-15; Berlin Cycle Strategy 2011: 6-21) 
The definition of the different themes is taken from the Cycle Strategy of 2004, as it is slightly 
differently formulated and classified in 2011. The points that are marked are the ones that will be 
elaborated upon in the following as they are important for the analyses being made in the chapter 
Analysis B. 
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BETTER STREETS AND PATHS FOR CYCLISTS 
The Berlin Senate decided in 2004, that an approximately 660 km long main route network should 
be established, along calm side streets, park areas and the canal system. Back then, it was 
estimated that approximately 70% of this network was ridable, thus implicating that 30% should 
be improved (Berlin Cycle Strategy 2004: 8). Furthermore it is specified that mains roads should be 
reconceived into a more bicycle friendly design. Some of the municipalities (Bezirke) had already, 
back then, launched programmes for a comprehensive local bicycle network. In order to ensure a 
further improvement, the following measures were approved (Berlin Cycle Strategy 2011: 6-8). 
Fields of action and measures: 
 ‘Within the S-bahn ring, a comprehensive cycle path system should be made before the 
end of 2006.’ 
 ‘The entire path system should be functioning by 2010 and fully inaugurated by 2015.’ 
 ‘The municipalities should design an overall concept for a finely masked local bicycle net.’ 
 ‘Realization of the bicycle friendly parliament area (Regierungsviertel) as well as 
restoration of the cycle path network owned by the Bundesrepublik.’ 
 ‘Measures for bicycle planning should be equivalent to the share of bicycles of the total 
traffic numbers.’ 
 ‘Common actions should be taken by traffic associations to communicate the problems 
emerging in the overall bicycle network.’ 
 ‘Responsible road maintenance authorities should maintain existing cycle paths. The cycle 
paths renovation programme is intensified.’ 
 ‘When maintenance is being done, it should be assessed if a general improvement of the 
standards can be made. Also if this means replacement of a cycle path for mere road 
markings.’ 
Berlin Cycle Strategy 2004: 6-8, Berlin Cycle Strategy 2011: 8-12) 
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EASY ORIENTATION 
According to both strategies, it is important to ensure easier and better orientation for cyclists, 
especially non-locals, by improving the information level on cycle paths (Berlin Cycle Strategy 
2004: 10; Berlin Cycle Strategy 2011: 18). The Cycle Strategies also opine that this should be done 
in order to prevent time loss and improve the feeling of safety - also by testing out new routes and 
improvement of (cycling) enjoyment. It is further noted that improved signage is a positive sign for 
cyclists and also helps the rest of the public become aware of cycling and cyclists (Berlin Cycle 
Strategy 2004: 10; Berlin Cycle Strategy 2011: 18). 
Fields of action and measures: 
 ‘Signage on the entire main cycle route network by 2006’ 
 ‘Connecting important places nearby cycle routes with more signs’ 
 ‘Better signage at U- and S-bahn stations pointing towards places of interest as well as 
better connections to the main cycle route network’ 
 ‘Better integration of cycling possibilities with e.g. route planners on the internet’ 
(Berlin Cycle Strategy 2004: 10, Berlin Cycle Strategy 2011: 18) 
ADEQUATE BICYCLE PARKING FACILITIES 
Both Cycle Strategies call for improvement of bicycle parking facilities nearby residential areas as 
well as important points of interest (shops, public buildings, work places, schools, stations and bus 
stops) as these measures would make everyday cycling more attractive. These facilities should be 
located as close to the destination as possible, and have high accessibility. Also secure locking 
facilities and protection against f.ex. the weather is important (Berlin Cycle Strategy 2004: 11; 
Berlin Cycle Strategy 2011: 13-15). 
Fields of action and measures: 
 ‘Exchanging ideas regarding “bicycle parking in residential areas”. Conceptualization of 
parking possibilities in residential areas’ 
 ‘Building new bicycle parking facilities in residential areas, important destinations and on 
public streets (if there are no vacant spaces on private ground)’ 
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 ‘Conceptualizing “the customer as cyclist”. Improvement of the conditions for cycling to 
and from shops/stores and public institutions’ 
(Berlin Cycle Strategy 2004: 11; Berlin Cycle Strategy 2011: 13-15) 
CONNECTING CYCLING AND PUBLIC TRANSPORT 
According to both Cycle Strategies, it is of great importance to improve the possibilities of cycling 
and using public transport, because it enhances the possibility of commuting over larger distances 
by bicycle. In recent time, enhancing measures have been taken and it is now possible to take a 
bicycle with you on the tram, there is no curfew for bicycles in the S- and U-bahn, there are more 
elevators at stations, more bicycle parking facilities and cheaper prices are also available. Even 
though this has increased the amount of people combining cycling and public transport, 
improvement is still needed, especially in terms of communicating the achieved goals (Berlin Cycle 
Strategy 2004: 12; Berlin Cycle Strategy 2011: 15-17). 
Fields of action and measures: 
 ‘Enhanced information campaigns aimed towards “new customers” and “everyday traffic”’ 
 ‘Continuation of the parking programme – by 2005 further 2000 parking places at S-bahn 
stations, and by 2010 further 5.000 park places at U-bahn stations, tram and bus stops’ 
 ‘Improvement of the parking conditions at regional hub stations, and more surveillance as 
well as locking facilities’ 
 ‘Flexible solutions in case of temporary changes in the public transport. E.g. testing of 
bicycles in busses’ 
 ‘Clearly signed and easily accessible parking facilities on board trains, trams, busses etc.’ 
(Berlin Cycle Strategy 2004: 12; Berlin Cycle Strategy 2011: 15-17) 
BETTER SAFETY FOR CYCLISTS 
Cyclists are vulnerable in traffic. It is more likely for Berlin cyclists to get involved in a severe 
accident than in other comparable cities. Many accidents are caused by bad overview conditions 
for car- and truck drivers (“the dead angle”) and cyclists. 
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Fields of action and measures: 
 ‘Elaboration of the accident statistics, in order to formulate a program addressing the most 
relevant safety problems’ 
 ‘Actualizing the traffic safety programme. Conceptualization of the realization and a time 
schedule’ 
 ‘Redesign of at least five dangerous intersections as pilot projects. “Rule of thumb”-
concepts should be developed for future similar intersections’ 
 ‘Campaigns addressing safe traffic behavior and the rules applying to cars and bicycles’ 
 ‘Continuation of the “Dead Angle Initiative” and a quick implementation of better side 
mirrors on trucks’ 
 ‘Better conditions for pedestrians and cyclists at construction sites’ 
(Berlin Cycle Strategy 2004: 14; Berlin Cycle Strategy 2011: 12-13) 
 
 
 
 
Analysis B: The strategies’ consequences and what they miss 
In this chapter, some of the specific elements in the strategies will be analyzed, where the 
qualitative survey, literature, observations and my own experiences (as described in the Method 
chapter) will be used to analyze. Due to the quantitative limitations of this assignment, not all 
points are dealt with, but they are mentioned as they comprise part of the broader picture. 
It is important to stress (again) that this analysis also will contain elements found relevant that the 
Cycle Strategies do not deal with.  
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A CITY OF COBBLESTONE 
In many areas of Berlin, the 
pavement consists of cobblestone. 
For instance the entire street 
network in the “Kreuzkölln” area is 
more or less only paved with 
cobblestone. Being the direct 
connection between the heavily 
populated areas of Kreuzberg and 
Neukölln, there are many daily 
commuters travelling by bicycle. 
Many of them go through the area 
to avoid the really busy roads 
surrounding the southwestern part 
of the area.  
As the map shows, there are many 
cobblestone streets in the 
Kreuzkölln area. The only way to go 
from the southeastern part of 
Neukölln to Kreuzberg is to cross 
one of the three bridges either by 
going along Pannierstrasse or the 
cobblestone street Friedelstrasse, 
both leading to the eastern part of 
Kreuzberg, or by following the very 
busy Kottbusser Damm (with no 
cycle path). Also the map shows that this area does not live up to the strategies’ objective of 
having a ‘finely masked local bicycle network’. 
 
5 The direct connections between Kreuzberg (north) and 
Neukölln (southeast) goes either on busy roads without 
cycle paths or on cobblestone pavement. The authorities 
have tried to improve the options along the 
Landwehrkanal. 
 
6 At Friedelstrasse my research found that the majority of 
cyclists ride on the footpath. 
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The cyclists travel slowly, and very often on the 
footpath. My research at Friedelstrasse (a 
cobblestone street) showed that 80% of the total 
amount of bicycles went on the footpath instead 
of on the actual road. Even though the data is 
rather restricted, it at least provide an image of 
the conditions for the cyclists in the Kreuzkölln 
area.  
From personal experience on Friedelstrasse on a 
bicycle, it was found that it is very 
uncomfortable to ride on the cobblestone pavement, and it also prevents you from going fast. So 
does riding on the footpath, due to hurdles such as trees, general obstacles and pedestrians. Very 
often pedestrians and cyclists are in direct confrontation, and it is not unusual to be shouted at, 
when travelling by bicycle on the footpath.  
 My field trip showed that some of the local 
authorities are aware of this problem, and in 
the Friedrichshain-Kreuzberg Bezirk, they have 
tried to even out the pavement on Fichtestrasse 
 by putting a new layer of cobblestone with 
filling in between (FIS Broker 2013). On the field 
trip, it was found that this layer really made a 
difference, and made the ride far more 
comfortable. The “bumpy” feeling was gone, 
although it is not comparable with asphalt paved roads. It seems like these measures have been 
dealt with by the Bezirk itself, as no mention is made anywhere in the Cycle Strategies regarding 
how to deal with cobblestone pavement. 
 
 
7 Cyclists choose not to ride on cobblestones 
and instead they take over the realm of the 
pedestrians 
 
8 The new pavement on Fichtestrasse 
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CYCLING ALONG THE MAIN ROADS 
As a part of the Berlin Cycle Strategy 
(2004: 8-9), it was decided to prioritize 
cycle paths on minor roads, side streets 
and similar. The main network in 
particular, but also the secondary 
network, must be equipped with bicycle 
friendly solutions. However, it is also 
stressed that main roads should be 
equipped with bicycle friendly solutions, 
but the focal points for the main route 
network e.g., was to prioritize trajectories along canals, parks and minor roads with little traffic 
(Radverkehrsstrategie 2004). 
In order to test this planning scheme, it was investigated how a place planned in accordance with 
a similar principle was currently functioning. The case is Weserstrasse in Neukölln, which runs 
parallel to the very busy main road Sonnenallee. Weserstrasse is pointed out in the 2004 strategy 
as a part of the secondary network of major cycling connections (Radverkehrsstrategie 2004). On 
Sonnenallee there are no cycle paths and the cycle path is instead built on Weserstrasse.  
 
9 Although the parallel street Weserstrasse is calm 
and equipped with cycle paths in both directions, it 
seems that cyclists prefer busy Sonnenallee 
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In the research  conducted, it was found that more people cycle on Sonnenallee, even though the 
traffic is very heavy. Commuters 
(cycling) whose route takes them 
from the very beginning of the 
Weserstrasse-cycle path, seem to 
mostly use the major road 
Sonnenallee. Weserstrasse is a very 
calm street in terms of traffic, with 
many cafes, shops and, sometimes, 
an intense street life. Sonnenallee is 
noisy, though also with many people 
and shops, and has the general trades 
of a main road.  
The research also found, that some of the reasons for bicycle commuters not choosing 
Weserstrasse, could be,  
that some don’t even know that it is 
there. Maybe suggesting that the 
general knowledge of the ‘alternative’ 
cycle path network isn’t good enough, 
or that people travelling over longer 
distances don’t research beforehand to 
find out, whether there is an 
alternative to their already existing 
route. One person also responded that 
it was faster to go on Sonnenallee, even 
though he knew that it was safer to go 
on Weserstrasse. 
This combined with the lack of will to actually take a minor detour may partially explain why in all 
cases, more cyclists were commuting on the very dangerous Sonnenallee. Some tended to choose 
 
10 Weserstrasse goes parallel to Sonnenallee and is 
equipped with cycle paths in both directions 
 
11 In my research it was found that more cyclists go on 
Sonnenallee compared to Weserstrasse 
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the easiest way above the safer way, in their pursuit of getting as quickly as possible from A to B. 
This claim is also backed by the Copenhagen Cycle Strategy of 2011: 
 “48 % of cyclists [in Copenhagen] say, that the primary reason for choosing the 
bicycle is, that it’s either the quickest or the easiest. In order to get more people go by 
bicycle, it is imperative that the travel time for bicycles can compete with other ways 
of commuting” (Cykelstrategi 2011: 20) 
It seems like this logic also applies to the cyclists in Berlin. It could at least be observed that many 
people still travel by bicycle on Sonnenallee, thus accepting the danger. 
As a part of the strategies’ objective about providing cyclists with more shortcuts, the main road 
could be a ‘short cut’ to achieving this goal. As one in the survey put it: 
“[…] the major roads desperately need cycle paths; Hermanstrasse, Sonnenallee, 
Friedrichstrasse etc. The many detours I take every day could be avoided by equipping 
the busiest roads with cycle paths”
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A CYCLE PATH OR NOT 
According to the Berlin authorities, the 
cycle path network is quite developed 
(Berlin Cycle Strategy 2011: 9). When 
looking at the FIS BROKER (2013), almost 
all major roads (or parallel streets) are 
equipped with cycle paths. If one unpacks  
this observation, and investigates what 
qualifies as a “cycle path” 
(Radverkehrsanlage), it is revealed that 
this also covers streets with mere cycle 
road markings.  
For instance, the newly rebuilt 
Heinrichheinestrasse, went from having 
2+1 car lanes and two lanes for parking, 
one in each direction, to now having 1+1 
car lanes, cycle “option stripes” 
(Angebotsstreifen) and a parking lane in 
each direction. On FIS BROKER, this street 
is now marked as a fully equipped street 
in terms of offering options for bicycles.  
My investigations showed that this works to a certain extent. The clear markings are obeyed by car 
drivers, and ensures a clear division between the driving cars and bicycles.  
Sometimes, though, the cars do not obey the stripes, which can lead to dangerous situations, and 
because a road marking cannot prevent the car from doing so, it is still all in the hands of the car 
 
12 Heinrichheinestrasse before the renewal (FIS Broker 
2013) 
 
13 Heinrichheinestrasse after the renewal (FIS Broker 
2013) 
  
14 Heinrichheinestrasse with new road markings for 
cyclists 
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drivers. As a cyclist one feels safer, of 
course, than compared to riding on a busy 
road without markings, but since there is 
no physical barrier between, you feel that 
you riding at the mercy of  
 the cars (experienced on the field trip). 
Another problem is the crossing of the 
markings by cars, going to and from the 
parking spots, which also leads to 
dangerous situations. It seems though, that 
the cars are aware of cyclists because of the road markings, probably reminding them about the 
fact that there might be a cyclist approaching from behind.  
KEEPING THE WAY CLEAR 
In the survey it was found that a general problem for cyclists in Berlin is that their way is blocked. 
Both on the actual cycle paths and in marked lanes. As one claims in the survey;  
“couches, TV’s, mattresses, snow are NOT getting removed, but of course that 
doesn’t happen on the footpath either, so that is perfectly normal. Also, cars tend to 
park on the cycle path” 
This was also confirmed by investigations, where it was noticed several times, that objects were 
standing in the way of the cyclist’s trajectories. It is not unusual to see old furniture standing in the 
footpath or cycle path (see picture 16 - 19). So even though it is stressed in the Cycle Strategies 
(Berlin Cycle Strategy 2011: 7-8) that the responsible road maintenance authorities should take 
care of the clearance of cycle paths, it still seems to be a quite noticeable problem. Also it could be 
argued that lack of “respect” for cyclists is visible here, also supported by responses in the survey, 
as someone, obviously, placed the obstacles on the cycle path. It could be that this has to do with 
general carelessness, or that it was intentional.   
 
15 A car further down the road is on its way out of 
the parking spot 
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16 TVs, shelves… 
 
17 …couches, mattresses… 
 
18 …a cabin for workers… 
 
19 … and a Dixie toilet carelessly put on the 
cycle path (seen on the field trip) 
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MAINTENANCE AND COMFORT 
In the cycle strategies (Berlin Cycle Strategy 
2011: 6) it is stressed that each Berlin Bezirk 
is obliged to maintain the existing cycle path 
network, thus ensuring an overall 
acceptable condition for cyclists.  
In the survey, it was found that it is a 
general problem in the city, with tree roots 
especially ruining the pavement, thus 
making it impossible to have a smooth bicycle ride. This was confirmed by the field trip and the 
survey, which showed that many cycle paths suffer from this problem. As one respondent in the 
survey coined it: 
“It is nice that Berlin is so green, but it’s very badly thought through with regard to 
cycle paths” 
Even though the Bezirke are trying to repair the damages, the trees seem hard to cope with. It also 
seems like it is a bad idea to just repair by adding asphalt to the gaps between the bricks, as this 
makes the ride even bumpier.  
It could be argued that some boroughs are dealing differently with the issue. In Neukölln Bezirk, 
the authority responsible for Weserstrasse, attempts have been made to repair the (in some 
places, rather severe) root damages, by filling the gaps with asphalt. In the Friedrichshain-
Kreusberg Bezirk, they take away the bricks or slabs affected by the roots, and replace them. At 
least this seems to be the case in the places visited on the field trip, where this solution was quite 
obvious. According to one response in the survey, it can be observed, that sometimes, more 
drastic measures have been used. This example applies to Blücherstr., where the entire pavement 
 
20  The general maintenance at Weserstrasse is 
poor 
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was replaced by laying out a new layer of asphalt. In the survey it was mentioned that the 
conditions were horrible prior to that, and that  it took the authorities at least half a year to react. 
But the wait was worth it, as it is now one of the best stretches of cycle path on the entire 
Urbanstrasse-Blücherstrasse stretch of main road, as discovered on the field trip. 
It seems like there is less attention paid to the actual (elevated) cycle paths, which means it is 
sometimes better to go on the road, even when there is a designated path for cyclists. As one 
remarked in the survey: 
“cycle paths are in general in a worse condition than the pavement on the roads with 
cycle markings” 
According to the responses in the survey this is also a problem, because it is often compulsory for 
cyclists to ride on the cycle path, even when it sometimes is less safe than on the road. 
 SAFETY AND THE LITTLE DIFFERENCE 
In the ‘exposition document’ 
(Senatsverwaltung für Stadtentwicklung 
2011: 3) several solutions are suggested. One 
element is to draw back the stop line for 
cars, ensuring that cars stop behind cyclists, 
thus providing the car drivers with a better 
overview of the cyclists, if they are there. 
 As a cyclist this seems like a safety 
improvement, which was also found on the field trip. Even though it might seem not to make any 
difference when actually stopping for a red light, one feels the difference especially when waiting 
for green next to a big lorry or truck.  
The phenomena is also incorporated in the Copenhagen cycle path network, and was a reaction to 
accidents with right turning lorries, who overlooked bicycles, often leading to serious injuries or 
even death. This is also mentioned in the Bicycle Strategy of 2004, where this solution, amongst  
 
21 Cyclists become more visible when they stop ahead 
of the cars 
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others, and also an enhanced campaign “Action Dead Angle” (Blind Spot) (Aktion Toter Winkel), 
was launched to deal with this issue (Berlin Cycle Strategy 2004: 14). In general, many 
intersections have this solution  implemented, which is also backed by the field trip.  
BICYCLE- AND BUS LANES 
A part of the strategies is also to combine bus and cycle lanes into “environmental lanes” (Berlin 
Cycle Strategy 2011: 17).  
My own experience is that it feels very unsafe to ride in the same lane as busses. The busses travel 
very fast and only leave a little space as they pass by. The respondents in the survey did not agree 
on this matter, and one found that busses and trams actually respect cyclists. Another cyclist said 
that he or she would “NEVER” go in the same lane as busses, as it was far too dangerous. It was 
remarked that it is a “stupid” solution, as it both felt unsafe for cyclists, but also that it was a 
irritating for the people travelling by bus as they had to wait on the cyclists, a pace slower than 
that set by the busses: 
“I prefer not to go on environmental lanes when there is a bus behind me, because I 
know that I’m slowing the bus and its passengers down. It makes me stressful” 
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 SAFETY AT CONSTRUCTION SITES 
Several times, the Cycle Strategies highlight that 
there must be satisfactory safety levels for 
cyclists, in the event of construction work (Berlin 
Cycle Strategy 2004: 14).  
 The survey showed that this is being taken quite 
seriously, though this usually depends on the 
size and duration of the construction work 
according to a response in the survey,: 
“It depends on the size and the duration of the 
construction work: the bigger and longer it lasts, 
the more cyclists are being taken into 
consideration” 
Also the field trip revealed that major 
construction sites are quite well equipped in 
terms of signage and road markings. It would be 
fair to assume that they actually have a team 
responsible for this part of the construction 
work, where as ad hoc construction sites are less 
focused on cyclists. At Kottbusser Tor, a very 
busy hub with many cars and busses and a U- 
and S-bahn interchange station currently 
undergoing a big face-lift, much has been done 
for the cyclists. The measures put in place, 
perhaps err on the side of caution and the cyclist 
is overwhelmed with signs at this construction site. 
 
22 Road markings for cyclists at Kottbusser Tor 
 
23 Warning signs making the car drivers aware of 
cyclists at Kottbusser Tor 
 
24 A minor construction site at Urbanstrasse. The 
car is parked on the cycle path 
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On the field trip, it was also determined that minor construction sites undertake no measures, and 
even obstruct the cyclists’ path. As seen at Urbanstrasse, a construction worker’s vehicle was 
parked partly on the cycle path, although there was plenty of space on the street.
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THE DESIGN OF THE CYCLE PATHS 
Neither strategy outlines how the cycle 
paths should be designed in relation to the 
footpath and the road. 
A recurring problem in Berlin is the design 
of the cycle paths. In this case,  I refer to the 
cycle paths actually separated from the road 
by being on another level. The cycle paths 
are designed so that, in most cases, they are 
at the same level as the footpath, though 
made visible by either road markings or a 
different color pavement.  
Both from personal experience, as well as 
from the field trip, it was found that a 
continuous problem, occurring all over the 
city, is that the division between pedestrian 
path and the cycle path is not clear. It 
happens very often, that pedestrians are 
walking on the cycle path, without checking 
beforehand whether a bicycle is coming 
from behind. On the field trip, it was also 
observed that pedestrians do not always 
react when they hear a bicycle bell in the background, indicating that they might not regard the 
cycle path as solely for the use of for just cyclists.  
A part of the design also takes the vast number of roadside trees into consideration. This means 
that all along the cycle paths, across most of the city, the cycle path is situated between the 
 
25 Here a woman with a stroller is blocking the way 
for the cyclists on the cycle path (Weserstrasse) 
 
26 Further down the road two persons are using 
the cycle path instead of the footpath, although 
there is plenty of space there 
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footpath and small “islands” between the tress, where there is ‘activity’ or events preceding 
‘activity’. This means that people are constantly crossing the cycle path to get to these “islands”, 
i.e. a parked bicycle leaning on a tree, thus making it more dangerous for other cyclists. 
PARKING THE BICYCLE 
As it is mentioned in the cycle strategies (Berlin Cycle Strategy 2004: 11), it is important for the 
authorities to improve the options for parking, thus helping people using the bicycle as a part of 
their everyday life, because parking can be a 
rather difficult task.  
It was observed on the field trip that as 
claimed in the survey, general parking 
conditions vary considerably. For instance at 
Hermannplatz U-bahn station, it was 
determined from the survey, in terms of the 
quality of the parking installations, such as the 
bicycle racks. The problem however is that 
there are not enough, hence making the 
utilization of the existing bicycle racks not 
optimal. Too many bicycles are parked in 
“layers”, next to each other. The problem is that it pretty easily gets very difficult to get your 
bicycle out, although it is not absolutely impossible.  
On the contrary, it was mentioned in the survey that Rathaus Neukölln is a good example of a 
station where there are enough parking facilities, and in a generally good quality. Unfortunately 
the major construction work at the square in the field period made it impossible to document.  
TAKING THE BICYCLE ON THE TRAIN 
One of the objectives in the cycle strategy is to improve the conditions for bringing bicycles on the 
public transportation system.  
 
27 At Hermannplatz U-bahn station the cycle 
racks are in good condition, but there are too 
few of them 
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The survey showed that people perceive the options rather differently, and one wasn’t even sure 
whether you could bring your bicycle onboard trains. One responded that the only solution is to 
introduce real train carriages for bicycles, which does not currently exist in the local transit system. 
Another respondent perceived the overall conditions as good, although he or she did not have any 
real experience with taking a bicycle on the train.  
It has been observed that in general the conditions at the stations are rather poor for cyclists, as 
many stations don’t have elevators. This means that if you are (young and) strong enough to carry 
your own bicycle down the many stairs, it is possible to take your bicycle with you on the train, 
even though you tend to be in other people’s way (personal experience). But for elderly, or other 
people who for some reason are not capable of carrying their bicycle, it is an almost impossible 
task.  
The price level was only commented on by one in the survey, who found the prices fair. It costs 
between 1,60 and 2,20 Euros, which is almost the same price as for one person (BVG, 2013). In 
comparison Copenhagen introduced the initiative of allowing one to take one’s  bicycle on the 
train for free (DSB 2010; DSB 2013) in 2010. 
SUMMARY 
Based on my investigation, it was demonstrated that there are several issues that the Berlin 
authorities should deal with. It was shown that in the ‘Kreuzkölln’ area, it is difficult to travel by 
bicycle, as the pavement in the entire area is cobblestoned, which does not live up to the Cycle 
Strategies objective. It forces cyclists to cycle on the footpath, though in some places it has been 
dealt with by improving the cobblestone pavement.  
The strategy about prioritizing minor roads as cycle roads does not seem to promote usage. 
People tend to go the fastest way, not the safest way.  
The Berlin authorities have a rather vague definition of cycle infrastructure, and this can also be 
seen in their introduction of mere road markings (instead of actual paths). There is, though a big 
difference between a cycle path and a road marking. 
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In general the existing cycle paths are strewn with garbage, snow and other debris, making cycling 
more dangerous. It seems like the authorities are not doing enough.  
Furthermore it was shown that the cycle paths are generally in a poor condition, and that it can 
take rather a long time before the authorities react, if they at all do. However, in some places 
improvement has been seen. 
Many intersections have drawn back stop lines, which improves safety at intersections.  
It was found that there are different opinions about “environmental lanes” combining bus and 
cycle traffic. Some found it safe enough, whilst for others, it meant the opposite. It is of course 
better to have a real cycle path. 
The general safety condition in case of major construction work is remarkably good, although ad 
hoc construction sites do not always respect the cycle path. 
The design of the cycle paths was found to have some negative consequences. It is hard for 
pedestrians to know the difference between footpath and cycle path, which can lead to dangerous 
situations. 
The general condition for parking bicycles could be better. In general the cycle racks are good, but 
more are needed in order to satisfy demand.  
The conditions for bringing the bicycle on the train could also be better, and introducing bicycle 
train carriages could be a solution. The biggest problem is at stations, where often, there are no  
adequate elevator facilities, which makes it harder for people who may be unable to carry their 
bicycle.  
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Conclusion 
The Cycle Strategies are very much influenced by critical mobility research. Although the objective 
of this assignment has not been to show a direct connection, by investigating the sources of the 
strategies, the many correlations between mobility research and the Cycle Strategies show that 
they are definitely influenced by the same ideas.  
In general the Cycle Strategies are very concerned with the “living conditions” in the city, which 
must be interpreted as a criticism of the car and its influence in the urban environment. A less 
noisy and less polluted city as an objective is a turn away from the modernist planning scheme.  
Also the connection between “living conditions” and more urban space is a highly anti-modernist 
conceit, and a change in the perception of the city from being a “flow”-based to a “life”-based 
view. The relation between this and the aspirations of attracting further economic development 
may be construed as contradictory, although the portrayal of a livable city in the international 
media could, in the long run, lead to an enhanced focus on the city, including among the economic 
elite. 
Whether cycling is “fun” is a very subjective analysis, and it is hard to prove whether it is actually a 
broadly accepted notion. When it comes to health, cycling holds some very strong arguments, and 
in terms of life expectancy and diseases, it is proven that there is a correlation between better 
results and cycling. Something Berlin could gain from both in the short and the long term. 
That planning for cycling as a means of transportation is cheap is another argument that the Cycle 
Strategies should continue to emphasize, and along with improved traffic safety, it is among the 
best arguments for making Berlin a more cycle-friendly city. 
 
When it comes to the actual planning of cycle infrastructure, it has been determined, that 
improvements have been made. But Berlin still has a long way to go. 
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Both by improving the local traffic situation, by making the pavement better, enhancing the cycle 
path system and by overthrowing the idea of road markings and “environmental lanes” as just as 
good, serious improvements can be made. It is in this context very important to stress that major 
roads should be absolutely top prioritized, in order to see some real change. In this manner it 
would also be clever to revise the design of the ‘Berlin cycle path’, as the design today does not 
allow cyclists to reach serious speeds. 
The general condition of the cycle paths in existence should be better, to make it more attractive 
to cycle. Also in relation to clearing the cycle paths, this should be taken more seriously by the 
local Bezirke. The job that has been done by implementing serious safety measures around 
construction sites should also be done in this matter. 
To obtain the objective of making the bicycle competitive with the car, the strategy about 
improving the conditions for carrying the bicycle onboard the trains is good. It needs a more 
comprehensive work, as it also requires many stations to be rebuild. This work should be done 
along with the work for improving bicycle parking facilities, so the long distance bicycle-and-train 
commuter can become reality.  
Other perspectives of relevance 
So is enough being done? A strategy is only a good strategy if it is a part of the entire “system”, 
and if it is implemented thoroughly on all levels. An indication that the realities of cycling has 
made its way to very few planners in Berlin can be seen when looking at the construction budget 
of Berlin from 2011. Here it can be seen very clearly that the city of Berlin is still spending 
enormous sums on enhancing the Autobahn system. Just the prolonging of the A 100 Autobahn 
ring road cost approx 700 million Euros (Senatsverwaltung für Stadtentwicklung 2011b: 21-22). 
Only dreamers could imagine those figures on the cycling budget. So even though some planners 
have seen the post-car-future coming, others have not. And they are still dreaming the dreams of 
Robert Moses and Le Corbusier. 
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Appendix A: Survey  
Hi there. 
 
I'm currently working on an assignment about cycling in Berlin. It's a part of my course at the university in Denmark, 
where I'm studying Urban Planning and Geography. 
When the paper is finished, it will be sent to the respective Berlin authorities. So your answers might even have an 
impact at some point. Hopefully. 
 
The most important thing about this survey is to get 'local knowledge', which can't be found in statistics. 
 
This means that it's MORE IMPORTANT for me to know if you think that the cycle path on Schönhauser Allee is poorly 
maintained, or that the traffic lights at Maybachufer/Kottbusser Damm prioritize cars above of bicycles for example, than 
your overall opinion about cycling policies in general. 
 
So therefore it's of great importance that you contribute with as many local details as possible. This will help me in my 
further investigations. 
 
-- 
 
Answers can be in GERMAN, ENGLISH or DANISH. 
 
IMPORTANT: You have to have been cycling in Berlin for at least one month on a regular basis to take part in this survey 
(and at the latest 3 years ago). 
 
-- 
 
Thank you for taking the time! It is very important for my thesis! 
 
Emil 
1. MAINTENANCE AND SAFETY 
 
The Berlin authorities want to improve the options for cycling in terms of: 
 
- Keeping a certain standard in terms of maintenance 
- Keeping the cycle paths clear from e.g. snow, lorries/cars etc. 
- Taking cyclists into consideration in case of construction work. 
- Improving the conditions of paths with congestion problems. 
 
Please elaborate as thoroughly as possible. Examples with specific places, situations etc. are very much 
appreciated! 
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Are the overall conditions of the cycle paths acceptable - when it comes to the pavement, maintenance etc.? 
Is there a general problem with blocked cycle paths/markings, with e.g. parked cars/lorries, snow during winter, 
containers etc.? 
Is enough being done for bicycles, in the event of construction work? 
Have you ever experienced congested cycle paths and, if so, has it been dealt with?  
 
2. GETTING AROUND 
 
The Berlin authorities want to improve the options  for cycling by: 
- Creating short cuts. 
- Improving the local network of cycle paths within the boroughs (Bezirke). 
- Redesigning intersections, traffic lights etc. more bicycle-friendly. 
 
Please elaborate as thoroughly as possible. Examples with specific places, situations etc. are very much 
appreciated! 
Do your regular routes consist of (many) detours, which could be prevented by constructing a short cut or similar? 
Is there a satisfactory network of bicycle-friendly routes in your borough (Bezirk) - also to/from the local S- or U-bahn 
stations? 
How do you perceive the options for getting around easily at road intersections, i.e. the design of the intersections, 
traffic lights etc.? 
 
3. FLEXIBILITY 
 
The Berlin authorities want to improve the options for cycling in terms of: 
- Getting to and from work/school as easily as possible. 
- Using bicycles in combination with public transport. 
- Parking at everyday destinations, such as residential areas, workplaces, supermarkets, etc. 
- Combining bicycle and bus lanes into "environmental lanes" ("Umweltspuren"). 
 
Please elaborate as thoroughly as possible. Examples with specific places, situations etc. are very much 
appreciated! 
 
How do you view the bicycle parking facilities at home, stations, school/work, where you shop/buy your groceries 
etc.? 
How do you view the options of taking your bicycle on the public transportation system? 
Have you ever cycled in the same lane as busses, and, if so, how would you describe your experience? 
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Appendix B: Survey results 
 
 
Are the overall conditions of the bicycle paths acceptable - when it comes to the pavement, maintenance etc.? 
Generell: Hochbordradwege sind in einem wesentlich schlechteren Zustand als Radspuren auf der Fahrbahn. 
Hochbordradwege würde ich generell bestenfalls mit 4- bewerten. Radspuren auf Straßen mit einer 2. 
Negativbeispiele: 1) Neukölln: Weserstraße zwischen Thiemannstraße und Pannierstraße (generell schlechte 
Substanz mit sehr vielen Bodenwellen & Wurzelschäden; Baustellenausfahrt zwischen Elbe- und Fuldastraße mit 
Asphaltdecke und steiler Kante; ca. 150m vor Pannierstraße sehr großer Wurzelschaden; Überquerung von 
Pflastersteinstraße an meisten Kreuzungen) 2) Kreuzberg: Urbanstraße zwischen Hermannplatz und Blücherstraße: 
Häufig Wurzelschäden 3) Kreuzberg: Blücherstraße in beide Richtungen zwischen Brachvogelstraße und 
Mehringdamm generell sehr viele Wurzelschäden 4) Kreuzberg: Blücherstraße unmittelbar vor Kreuzung Zossener 
Straße: Extreme Wurzelschäden die den Behörden gemeldet wurden und erst nach weit über einem halben Jahr 
repariert wurden... und das leider auch noch schlecht 5) Tempelhofer Damm zwischen S-Bhf Tempelhof und Platz 
der Luftbrücke: Sehr viele Wurzelschäden, unklare Markierung die zu Konflikten mit Fußgängern führen 6) Treptow-
Köpenick: Köpenicker Landstraße Richtung zwischen Baumschulenstraße und Treptower Park extrem schlechter 
Zustand des Radweges! Mir ist in ganz Berlin kein schlechterer Radweg bekannt. Und der ist auch noch 
benutzungspflichtig! Bitte Benutzungspflicht sofort aufheben! 7) Friedrichshain: Stralauer Allee Richtung 
Elsenbrücke: Sehr schlechter Zustand der Radwege. Teilweise ist der Weg auf gesamter Breite als Radweg 
markiert (Schild, aber keine Markierung), ohne dass das Fußgängern aus der Gegenrichtung ersichtlich wäre. Oft 
auch Gemeinsamer Fuß- und Radweg, dem zügigen Vorankommen sehr abträglich. Häufig auch parkende Autos, 
insb. auf den letzten 500m. Parallel verlaufender KFZ-Verkehr dagegen stark bevorzugt. 8) Sonnenallee zwischen 
Dammweg und Ziegrastraße in beiden Richtungen: Sehr schlechter Belag, viele Wurzelschäden POSITIVbeispiele: 
1) Kreuzberg: Blücherstraße zwischen Ende Urbanstraße und Brachvogelstraße, sehr guter Belag, der aber leider 
im Winter nie geräumt wird, im Gegensatz zum fast gesamten Rest der Urbanstraße 2) Kreuzberg: Gneisenaustraße 
zwischen Südstern und Mehringdamm, in beide Richtungen sehr guter Belag, Winterdienst ebenfalls sehr vorbildlich 
3) Tempelhof / Neukölln / Kreuzberg: Columbiadamm in beiden Richtungen ausreichend dimensionierter Radweg 
mit sehr gutem Belag 4) Tempelhof: Tempelhofer Damm Platz der Luftbrücke Richtung S-Bhf Tempelhof: 
Übersichtliche Führung und sehr guter Belag 5) Kreuzberg: Bethanien- und Engeldamm: Übersichtliche Führung & 
guter Belag 
Denne besvarelse gælder Hasenheide Str., Gneisennaustr. og Yorckstr i Kreuzberg/Schöneberg. Det er 
problematisk at cykelstierne er belagt med fliser, som gør overfladen ujævn pga. rødder fra træerne langs 
cykelstierne. 
 Der er alt for ofte ujævnheder i vejen pga. trærødder. Det er dejligt med grønt overalt i Berlin, men meget 
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dårligt geennemtænkt ift. cykelstier... 
 jeg syntes det er en glimrende idé at vedligeholde cykelstierne bedre, udbygge cykelsti-nettet osv. Så 
kunne man jo også prøve at se på alle de sofaer og madrasser og gamle tv'er, som spærrer cykelstierne i 
neukölln og som igen gider at fjerne. jeg bliver glad bare der er en cykelsti... men ellers: nej, jeg syntes hekt 
klart at standarten kunne forbedres betydeligt! 
 
 
Is there a general problem with blocked cycle paths/markings, with e.g. parked cars/lorries, snow during winter, 
containers etc.? 
 1) Falschparker Ja. Es hat den Anschein als würden Fahrzeuge, die auf Radwegen parken von der Polizei 
ignoriert. In 4 Jahren und über 10.000 gefahrenen Kilometern habe ich noch nie gesehen, wie sich ein 
Polizist / Ordnungsamtmitarbeiter um einen Falschparker auf dem Radweg gekümmert hätte. Auch 
"Knöllchen" habe ich noch an keinem Fahrzeug gesehen. Meldet man Stellen an denen hartnäckig falsch 
geparkt wird der Polizei / dem Ordnungsamt, tut sich meist nichts. Eine positive Ausnahme gibt es: 
Falschparker an der Urbanstraße Richtung Mehringdamm direkt hinter dem Hermannplatz: Hier hat sich 
die Polizei nach einer Bitte sehr effektiv darum gekümmert (Herr Topel). Fahrradstraßen werden oft in 
zweiter Reihe zugeparkt & von Nicht-Anliegern als Durchfahrtsstraßen genutzt, auch wenn dies verboten 
ist. Beispiel: Linienstraße. 2) Schneeräumung: Schwankt zwischen sehr gut und sehr schlecht. 
POSITIVbeispiele: a) Urbanstraße (nicht benutzungspflichtig) Richtung Mehringdamm zwischen 
Hermannplatz und Blücherstraße FAST durchgängig geräumt. b) Hasenheide Richtung Südstern, 
Gneisenaustraße Richtung Mehringdamm sehr vorbildlicher Winterdienst NEGATIVbeispiele: a) Ergänzend 
zu a) aus Positivbeispielen: Räumung immer nur bis Baerwaldstraße. Danach unvermittelt sehr hoher 
Schnee. Trotz mehrfacher Meldung bei BSR keine Besserung. In anderer Richtung ebenfalls nur 
abschnittsweise Räumung, nach jedem Schneefall immer gleich. Nicht erkennbar warum an manchen 
Stellen geräumt wird und an manchen nicht (überall keine Benutzungspflicht). b) Hermannplatz: Trotz 
Hinweise an BSR konsequent bei mehreren Schneefällen keine Räumung der benutzungspflichtigen(!) 
Radwege an: Hasenheide Richtung Karl-Marx-Straße, Hermannplatz Richtung Kottbuser Damm, 
Urbanstraße Richtung Sonnenallee 3) Hindernisse: Radwege in Weserstraße in Neukölln ständig mit 
Baustellen-, Liefer- und Privatfahrzeugen zugeparkt. Baustellen blockieren oft die Wege, Dixi-Klos, 
Sperrmüll und Baumaterial werden auf Radwegen gelagert. Vornehmlich zwischen Rosegger Straße und 
Pannierstraße. 
 
 Jeg mindes ikke at at cykelstien blev ryddet for sne på min rute overhovedet. 
 Ikke særligt. Positivt overrasket over snerydningen 
se ovenstående ang sofa, tv, madras, sne bliver jo IKKE fjernet, men det bliver den jo heller ikke fra fortovene, så 
det er helt standart. biler ynder også at parkere på cykelstierne, cyklister har bare ikke nok respekt i denne by.... 
 
Is enough being done for bicycles, in the event of construction work? 
 Das hängt von der Größe und Dauer der Baustelle ab: Je größer und zeitlich umfangreicher die Baustelle, 
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je besser die Berücksichtigung von Radfahrern. Gerade bei kleinen Baustellen und bei Baustellen auf 
Hochbordradwegen werden Radfahrer meistens nicht besonders berücksichtigt. POSITIVBeispiele: 1) 
Friedrichshain: Bauarbeiten Frankfurter Allee (U-Bahn-Sanierung) 2) Friedrichshain: Bauarbeiten der 
Wasserbetriebe an der Oberbaumbrücke, separate Führung für Radfahrer 3) Kottbuser Tor: Durchgängige 
Spuren für Radfahrer, Hinweis-Schilder für KFZ-Führer NEGATIVBeispiele: 1) Kreuzberg: Baustelle 
Stresemannstraße, Einfahrt verboten (Zeichen 250), nur für Anlieger erlaubt obwohl Hochbordradweg 
durchgängig benutzbar. "Radfahrer frei" wäre hier gut. 2) Kreuzberg: Brücke in der Verlängerung der 
Köthener Straße zwischen Hallesches Ufer und Schöneberger Ufer (vornehmlich Ende letztes Jahr): 
Brücke war wg. Bauarbeiten für Verkehr komplett gesperrt. Keinerlei Ausnahme für Radfahrer obwohl Platz 
dafür gewesen wäre. 3) Neukölln: Sonnenallee Richtung Hermannplatz zwischen Saalestraße und 
Ederstraße (Sommer 2012 oder 2011): Radweg endete unangekündigt in einer Baustellen-Sackgasse 4) 
Neukölln (aktuell): Baustelle am Platz der Stadt Hof: Kein Durchkommen für Radfahrer von und zur 
Ganghoferstraße. 5) Friedrichshain-Kreuzberg: Schillingbrücke, zeitlich parallel zu Bauarbeiten an 
Oberbaumbrücke: Radfahrer wurden auf gemeinsamen Geh- und Radweg verbannt um zweite Spur für 
Autofahrer zu schaffen 6) Friedrichshain-Kreuzberg: Köpenicker Landstraße, zeitlich parallel zu 
Bauarbeiten an Oberbaumbrücke: Radspur wurde geopfert um zweite Spur für KFZ-Verkehr zu schaffen 
 Ingen problemer 
 Har jeg ikke tænkt nærmere over. 
ja det tror jeg for det kan jeg ikke huske at have hidset mig op over 
 
Have you ever experienced congested cycle paths and, if so, has it been dealt with?  
 Ja, es gab bisher keine für mich sichtbaren Verbesserungen. 1) Rosenthaler Straße am Wochenende in 
Richtung Torstraße 2) Schönhauser Allee stadteinwärts im Berufsverkehr 3) Frankfurter Allee stadteinwärts 
im Berufsverkehr 4) Großer Stern Hilfreich wäre auf Hauptachsen zwei Spuren je Richtung um ein 
Überholen zu ermöglichen. 
nej 
 ja ja ja og nej aldrig. jeg har AKDRIG været vidne til at en cyelsti blev repareret 
 
 
 
Do your regular routes consist of (many) detours, which could be prevented by constructing a short cut or similar? 
 Nej 
Nej 
 Viele Straßen sind für Radfahrer unattraktiv, weil potenziell gefährlich. Diese meide ich wenn möglich auch, 
dazu gehören: 1) Sonnenallee: keine Radwege obwohl oft Platz dafür wäre, dichte Überholmanöver der 
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KFZs 2) Hallesches Ufer / Schöneberger Ufer: Sehr eng, hohe Geschwindigkeiten, enge Überholmanöver 
der KFZs 3) Leipziger Straße: Hohes Verkehrsaufkommen, dichte Überholmanöver der KFZs 4) Karl-Marx-
Straße: Sehr eng, oft KFZ-Stau, dichte Überholmanöver der KFZs Verbesserungsvorschläge: 1) Auf 
Straßen mit 3 KFZ-Spuren je Richtung für den fließenden Verkehr (Frankfurter Allee, Hallesches Ufer) eine 
Rad-Saisonspur einrichten. Die rechte Spur gilt von Mai bis September als Radweg. Könnte durch 
Beschilderung gelöst werden, ähnlich wie hier: http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Zeichen_525-31.svg 
Dies würde Kapazitätsprobleme der vorhandenen Rad-Infrastruktur lösen und stellt eine sichere Lösung 
dar, da Radfahrer nicht hinter parkenden Autos fahren. 
 virkelig god idé. og de store gader har desperat meget brug for cykelstier; hermannstr, sonnenallé, 
friedrichstr etc mine mange omveje kunne blive undgået ved at lægge cykelstier på de mest befærdede 
veje. som det er nu gør jeg alt for at undgå at cykle på de mest trafikerede veje fordi jeg vitterlig frygter for 
mit liv - det betyder at jeg bliver nødt til at finde alternative, og ofte ret meget længere ruter 
 
Is there a satisfactory network of bicycle-friendly routes in your borough (Bezirk) - also to/from the local S- or U-bahn 
stations? 
 ja ok 
 Ok, men ikke fantastisk 
 In Nord-Neukölln, Rosegger Straße gibt es keine zufriedenstellende Rad-Infrastruktur in Form von 
Radwegen. Der einzige Radweg, den es in meiner Nachbarschaft gibt ist ein Hochbordradweg in 
schlechtem Zustand, der ständig zugeparkt wird. Kontaktanfragen zur BVV zur Verbesserung der Situation 
mit konkreten Vorschlägen blieben bisher unbeantwortet (SPD & Piraten kontaktiert) 
 ja fordi jeg er så heldig at bo på weserstr 
 
How do you perceive the options for getting around easily at road intersections, i.e. the design of the intersections, 
traffic lights etc.? 
ok 
 Lettere for biler end for cykler 
 1) StVo-Novelle ab 1.4.2013 zur Beachtung von Fußgängerampeln bis 2016 ist kontraproduktiv. Dies lässt 
mich häufiger die Straße nutzen um die frühe Rot-Phase für Fußgänger zu umgehen. 2) Benutzungspflicht 
von Radwegen vor Kreuzungen ist kontraproduktiv, da ich genötigt werden zwei Mal bei rot zu warten, 
wohingegen Autofahrer in einem Rutsch links abbiegen können, was ich auch bevorzugen würde. 3) 
Autofahrer blockieren beim Warten auf Fußgänger beim Rechtsabbiegen oft den Radweg, ggf. 
Piktogramme? 4) Fußgänger warten bei roten Fußgängerampeln auf Radwegen auf ihre Grünphase. (mehr 
Piktogramme, wie bei 3!) 5) Ampeln schalten viel zu früh auf Rot, gerade bei großen Kreuzungen, wegen 
der Räumzeiten. Wenn ich als Vielfahrer aber mit 30-40 km/h unterwegs bin, komme ich genau so schnell 
über die Kreuzung wie ein KFZ, muss aber trotzdem auf dem Benutzungspflichtigen Radweg warten. 
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 standart, ok 
 
 
 
How do you view the bicycle parking facilities at home, stations, school/work, where you shop/buy your groceries 
etc.? 
 Meget dårlige, fx ved Herman Plz U-Bahn st., ingen cykelparkering. 
 Gode 
 1) Zu Hause: Mangelhaft (zu wenig Stellplätze) 2) Einkauf: a) Rewe Weserstraße: Mangelhaft, qualitativ 
nicht der Bauvorschrift entsprechend, nur Wandbügel b) Richardplatz / Karl-Marx-Platz: Ungenügend, 
keinerlei Radbügel vorhanden c) Edeka Heidelberger Straße: Sehr gut, ausreichend Bügel & überdacht 3) 
Arbeit (Köthener Straße): Gut in Quantität und Qualität 4) Freizeit: a) Fitnessstudio Holmes Place 
Hermannplatz: Ausreichend, Menge meist ausreichend, Qualität aber mangelhaft (nur Vorderradbügel) b) 
Kino (Passage Kino Neukölln): Mangelhaft: Zu wenig, aber gute Qualität (Hamburger Bügel) c) 
Tempelhofer Feld (alle Eingänge): Ungenügend 5) Verkehr S-Bhf Sonnenallee: Gut in Qualität, Meistens 
ausreichend in Qualität U-Bhf Karl-Marx-Straße: Mangelhaft in Quantität und Qualität U-Bhf Hermannplatz: 
Gut in Qualität, Ungenügend in Quantität U-Bhf Rathaus Neukölln: Sehr gut in Qualität & Quantität 
 jeg syntes at umweltsspuren lyder som en dårlig idé eftersom jeg er forfærdelig angst for at cykle ved siden 
af busser helt fin 
 
How do you view the options of taking your bicycle on the public transportation system? 
 Meget dårlige 
 Alt for lidt plads. Rigtige cykelvogne tak 
 Sehr gut, nutze ich aber selten. Faire Preise. In U-Bahnen zu wenig Platz, unklare Stellplätze. In S-Bahnen 
sehr gut. In Regionalbahnen (RE & RB) zu wenig Platz. Fernverkehr: Keine Erfahrung. 
 ret god, man må da godt tage cykler med i ubahn, ikke? 
 
Have you ever cycled in the same lane as busses, and, if so, how would you describe your experience? 
 Ja ved sne især, hvor cykelstierne er umulige at køre på, og fodgængere går på cykelstierne, da de ikke 
kan se markeringerne for sne. Og på Hasenheide Str. hvor der ikke er nogen cykelsti. - decideret livsfarligt. 
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 Ja. Det var fint. Busser og tram tager hensyn 
 Ich finde es blöd, wenn Nutzer des ÖPNV darunter leiden, dass langsamere Radfahrer die Busspur 
benutzen. Bei starkem Radverkehr ist die Busspur für den ÖPNV quasi nicht mehr nutzbar. Der 
Flächenverbrauch für den Individualverkehr sollte zugunsten von ÖPNV & Radverkehr zurückgebaut 
werden, so dass der Radverkehr dedizierte Flächen bekommt, ohne dass sich ÖPNV dadurch benachteiligt 
wird. Busspuren mit Benutzungsfreigabe für Radverkehr haben für mich den Charakter: 2 Spuren für den 
Individualverkehr und der ganze Rest (ÖPNV, Taxi, Krankentransporte, Radfahrer) sollen auf ihre eigene 
Spur. Lieber zwei Umweltspuren als zwei Individualvekehrsspuren. Ich fahre ungern auf Busspuren wenn 
ein Bus hinter mir ist, da ich weiß, dass ich ihn und seine Passagiere aufhalte. Das setzt mich unter Stress. 
Thanks for the great project. Hope it's not too much. If you have any further questions, let me know:  
 NEJ FOR BARE TANKEN OM DET GØR MIG RÆDSELSSLAGEN 
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Appendix C: Cycling on footpath or cobblestone 
Observation, cycling on the footpath 
Place: Balcony on the 4th floor of Friedelstrasse 48, 12047 Berlin, Germany 
Date and time: 18th of April 17.03-17.33 
25th of April 13.30-14.00 
 25.4.2013 13.30-14.00 18.4.2013 17.03-17.33 Percentage 
Cycling on the footpath 18 16 68 
Cycling on the road 7 3 20 
Cycling on the road and 
footpath 
3 3 12 
   100 
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Appendix D: Cycling on Weserstrasse and Sonnenallee 
Counting cyclists at Sonnenallee and Weserstrasse 
Place:  Sonnenallee/Pannierstrasse and 
 Weserstrasse/Pannierstrasse 
  Weser towards 
Hermannplatz 
Weser from 
Hermannplatz 
Sonnenallee 
towards Hplatz 
Sonnenallee 
from Hplatz 
26.4.2013 
17.10-17.40 
 32 34   
26.4.2013 
17.43-18.13 
   38 51 
      
18.4.2013 
16.16-16.46 
   47 59 
18.4.2013 
16.49-17.19 
 36 38   
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Comments from a couple of cyclists asked at Sonnenallee why they don’t cycle on Weserstrasse: 
- I did not know that it was there 
- It is faster for me to go this way, although I know that it is safer to go on the side street.  
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Appendix E: Field trip 
Field trip by bicycle and walking. 
April 23, approx 12.00-17.00. 
Temperature 20-25 degrees Celsius.  
Each numbered point can be seen on the map after 
the field trip report. 
Urbanstr./Hermannplatz (1) – Urbanstr./Fichtestr.(2) 
On the surface the asphalt paved cycle path seems 
nice (Picture 330). The ride is a bit bumpy, because of 
a couple of minor repairs. When the speed increases a 
bit, maybe at approx 20 km/h, you notice the minor 
bumps next to every tree (331). Obviously this has to do with the tree roots interfering with the 
pavement. Some of the bumps are rather harsh, and makes the bike ride less comfortable. All in all 
this stretch of cycle path is in quite good condition, though. When crossing the entrance/exit way 
to Netto Supermarket, the cycle path is marked both by changing pavement color and two bike 
road markings (333, 334). At Urbanstrasse there is currently a major road maintenance work going 
on, and the bikes are protected (and alerted) by the remarkable white fences. It feels safe to be 
separated from the working site, as you probably are less likely to experience a sudden change in 
the traffic situation ahead of you (335, 336, 337). At one point the bike path is cut off by the 
fences, due to some extra work taking place nearby the road trees, forcing one to bike on the 
sidewalk. It didn’t seem like a major hassle to me nor to the other cyclists, although the workers 
could have parked their car (standing after the fences) away from the cycle path (338). At the 
intersection of Urbanstr/Fichtestr. The stop line for cars is drawn back (340, 341), so bike riders 
stop ahead of the cars, thus ensuring that the car driver can see the cyclist, in case of a right turn. 
Due to the quantitative limitations of the 
assignment, only some pictures are shown. 
All pictures have been uploaded at  
www.photobucket.com 
User: cyclinginberlin 
Password: Copenhagen 
All pictures on Photobucket are called 
‘DSC00xxx’ – ‘xxx’ referring to the name 
they have in the field trip report. E.g. picture 
331 has the name ‘DSC00331’ on 
Photobucket. 
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You feel a little safer, although it at the moment when you are there, doesn’t seem as a big thing. I 
cross the zebra crossing, and continue to Fichtestr. 
Fichtestr. (2) – (3) 
in this street, the pavement was changed in 2001/2002, from a normal cobblestone pavement to a 
new cobblestone pavement with fugues between the stones (342, 344, 345), ensuring a more 
smooth ride. The street is a part of a continuous path through Hasenheide Park, connecting 
Kreuzberg and Tempelhof Park. The ride it self was okay, especially compared to riding on a 
normal cobblestone street, even though it doesn’t feel as smooth as riding on asphalt. The road 
condition is all in all quite good. 
Hasenheide/Fichtestr. (3) – Hasenheide/Körtestr. (4) 346-352 
The cycle path is separated from the sidewalk with a small row of (mini cobblestones). On my bike 
ride I experienced several pedestrians walking on the cycle path. The cycle path was in a quite 
good condition, and it was rather easy to go fast, even though it was dangerous to stay to close to 
the left, when passing by street trees, because of root damages (348, 349). The damages were not 
as severe as others on my route, though, and overall it wasn’t a big problem. A minor road 
construction work was properly fenced, and even with lights (I assume that they are on during the 
evening/night) (351). Just before the intersection of Hasenheide/Körtestr. The bike path was 
steered around a bus stop making place for people waiting for the bus (352). The pavement is 
good, though vulnerable to tree roots. 
Körtestr. (4) – (5) 
The first stretch had a cobblestone pavement, but an asphalt lane for bike riders. The problem 
was, that cars were parked there, making it impossible to avoid the cobblestone pavement (353, 
354). The rest of the street didn’t have cycle paths, and was rather busy with many cars, making 
the ride less pleasant. At the end of the road there was, again, a cobblestone pavement with 
asphalt cycle lanes. No cars were parked there. 
Urbanstr./Körtestr. (5) – Urbanstr./Blücherstr. (6) 
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Just after crossing the traffic light, the bike path is rather narrow. Especially right after the first bus 
stop, there was some construction work, forcing the pedestrians onto the cycle path. Two men 
were standing very close to the bike path, making it feel even less safe and narrower. I didn’t 
experience any pedestrians on the cycle path, but could see, that it would be necessary to stop in 
case of pedestrians (355). The pavement isn’t that comfortable, but it seemed like the tree root 
problem was less present here. The overall problem here, is that the bike path is extremely 
narrow, not making it possible to overtake, unless you use the sidewalk. Parked bikes made next 
to the cycle path made the trip seem even more unsafe (360). Several times I saw cyclists using the 
sidewalk instead of the cycle path (359), and personally found that the sidewalk was more 
comfortable. Several places on the stretch of bike path, there had been done repairs to the tree 
root problem. Just before the intersection, there was a short cut made, only for cyclists, leading to 
Tempelherrenstr. (367, 368). 
Blücherstr./Urbanstr. (6) – Blücherstr./Brachvogelstr. (7) 
After the intersection, Urbanstr. Turns into Blücherstr. After the intersection, the pavement 
changes from normal tiles to asphalt. The asphalt was in a great condition, and the trip on this 
stretch turned out to be one of the best (369).  
Blücherstr./Brachvogelstr. (7) – Baerwaldstr./Urbanstr. (8) 
I walked back to Baerwaldstr. On the way, people were driving on the sidewalk, because the cycle 
path wasn’t wide enough (371, 370). 
Baerwaldstr./Urbanstr. (8) – Moritzplatz (9) 
On the bridge crossing the Landwehrkanal, there was a construction site, making a tiny space for 
pedestrians and cyclists. The fences were very visible though and equipped with warning lights. 
The cycle path on the bridge was very narrow, though. On the other side of the canal, the path 
along the canal crossed the street, with a little island for cyclists and pedestrians, making the 
crossing safer, even though it could have been broader. There was exactly room for a cyclist, in the 
driving direction, and not an inch more (375, 377). The sign says that pedestrians have priority on 
the path (378). The following stretch of cycle path was very narrow, and what made it even worse, 
was that objects, like glass containers (380), forced the cyclists onto the sidewalk. The root 
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damages were very severe, especially the last part leading to Moritzplatz (381-385). At 
intersections there were road markings for cyclists (387). At Moritzplatz, which traffic wise works 
as a roundabout, it felt very unsafe for cyclists, also because there was a lot of car traffic, not 
always noticing the cyclists (388, 389).  
Moritzplatz (9) – Heinrich-Heine-Str./Köpenicker Str. (10). 
This entire stretch of road, was rebuild recently. The first part was made by Kreuzberg Bezirk, the 
biggest part by Mitte Bezirk. Before the renewal the street had 2+1 lanes. Now it is changed to 1+1 
lanes and bicycle road markings in each side. Between the traffic and the sidewalk, there is room 
for parking in both sides of the road. It feels very unsafe for a bike rider to ride there, as the traffic 
is extremely heavy, and parking cars cross the bike road markings constantly. Some cars also don’t 
respect the road markings, and drive with the right set of wheels on the actual marking, though 
that is an exception (390-393). all in all you don’t feel safe on this road.  
 Heinrich-Heine-Str./Köpenicker Str. (10) – Köpenicker Str./Michael Kirch Str (11). 
Also Köpenicker Strasse has gotten new bicycle road markings. Since there is less traffic, you feel a 
bit more safe, even though some cars are going rather fast. Again it is a problem that parking cars 
are crossing the cycle road marking. In the intersection of Köpenicker Str./Michael Kirch Str. There 
are thorough “Dutch style” road marking for cyclists in all directions. 
Köpenicker Str./Michaelkirchstr. (11) – Kottbusser Tor (12) 
The amount of parked cars was astonishing in this area. The roads are enormous, and with very 
limited traffic. You feel safe as a bike rider, but this is also a residential area, and low speed traffic. 
Down Bethaniendamm the bike road marking were really wide, and made it possible to overtake. 
The first time I experienced that on my trip (405, 407). On Bethaniendamm there was a 
construction site, forcing the bikes to the road, and the pedestrians on the cycle road markings. It 
was poorly marked in the beginning, and many cyclists used the pedestrian zone, also because the 
signs were hard to see, and not that informative. Since there weren’t that many pedestrians it also 
felt alright to cycle through. I chose to walk, to talk pictures, thus forcing some bike riders to go on 
the road (408-413). At Kottbusser Tor, an extremely busy roundabout going around a major local 
traffic node, there was construction work. The whole place was very thoroughly marked and the 
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signage was good. This didn’t prevent some cars from breaking the rules though. Maybe a physical 
barrier between cyclists and cars could have prevented that. The yellow markings seemed to work 
all in all though (417 – 421). 
Rathaus Neukölln (13) – Rewe Supermarket, Wehrbellinstr. (14) 
At Karl-Marz-Str. It feels extremely dangerous to be a cyclist. The road markings are really bad, and 
cars don’t seem to respect the few markings there actually are (423). At a construction site, the 
conditions for cyclists were horrible. If you wanted to get to the streets behind the construction 
site, you had to get off your bicycle, and drag it with you (430 – 433 and 446-448). Also next to the 
construction site, there was a thin and hard to notice road marking. No cars respected it (425-
428). At Wehrbellinstr. New road markings have been made. The road is not that busy, so it feels 
quite safe to ride there. But at bus stops, it would have been nice to have some bicycle islands, 
leading around the bus stops (437-439). At the REWE Supermarket, the parking conditions for 
bicycles were bad, compared to the ones for cars. Since there weren’t that many bicycles, it didn’t 
seem like a big problem, though (440-443).  
REWE(14) – Wildenbruchstr./Weserstr. (15) 
Sonnenallee has two lanes in each direction, and no cycle path. It feels very unsafe to go there by 
bike (451-453). Both at intersections, and when riding next to the parked cars. And the cars go 
really fast, which of course also make you feel very unsafe. The parallel street, Weserstr., is 
equipped with a bi-directional cycle path.  
Weserstr. (15) – (16) – (17) 
It is normal to find old furniture at the cycle path (454-456), and in this case I also saw a Dixie-
toilet. On the path there is a severe problem with tree roots, destroying the pavement. It seems 
like it has been dealt with many years ago, but today the path is really bad (458,459). At (almost) 
every intersection, you have to cross cobblestones, making the ride rather bumpy and 
uncomfortable (457-460). At intersections with major roads, there are traffic lights for cyclists 
(462), which predominately feels like a little “sexy feature”, since the phase of the light, is the 
exact same as for cars. Cars don’t respect the road markings (463). Throughout the entire street, 
tree roots have damages the tiles. Pedestrians don’t respect the cycle path (470, 473), and cars 
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neither (471). Also some of the permanent installations, are in the way for cyclists (472). On the 
whole stretch of road, I saw many pedestrians walking on the cycle path (470, 473).  
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